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The 20th century’s epistemological turn in social sciences (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Punch,
2013) acknowledged the importance of qualitative research methods. The need for this turn
was also pointed out by Habermas (1979), who noticed that the way data was collected in so-
cial sciences affected the analysis and data interpretation. Research gained a comprehensive
character and proposed a phenomenological approach of reality (Guba & Lincoln, 1994;
Willig, 2008; Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). Nowadays, we notice a “more confident community
of scholars” whose earlier endeavors had “opened up the study of cultures, meanings, sym-
bolic performances, and social practices” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, p. xi). Qualitative research
tends to become the dominant methodology in communication (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011), and
could be considered a feature of the epistemology of communication. It can be noticed from
the contributions in this special issue on qualitative research in communication, that interest
in qualitative studies is flourishing. Researchers are responding to the theoretical, epistemo-
logical and methodological problems and to questions raised by how people and organiza-
tions relate to complex social, global and technological developments. 

The current special issue aims to underline the importance of qualitative research con-
ducted in communication and to shed light on its particularities. It does so by focusing on ap-
plied qualitative methodologies in various areas of communication. The five papers selected
for the special issue were initially presented at the second Qualitative Research in Commu-
nication (QRC) conference, hosted by the National University of Political Studies and Pub-
lic Administration in September 2015. The second QRC conference, was testimony to the
interest in qualitative research across continents. Three international keynote speakers: Pro-
fessor Bryan C. Taylor (University of Colorado, Boulder, USA), Professor Kim Sawchuk
(Concordia University, Canada) and Professor Eugene Loos (University of Amsterdam, Nether-
lands) brought their experience and insight to the opening session. The papers presented at
the conference were clustered around the broad themes of ageing, communication and tech-
nology; digital explorations; approaching media texts and practices; communication and the
emotion economy; and reflexive insights in qualitative methodologies. This special issue re-
flects some of that richness and diversity of interest with contributions from the sub-fields of
gaming studies, media theory, public relations and ageing. The research strategies adopted by
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authors are similarly diverse: phenomenology, case study, critical discourse analysis as well
as qualitative analysis used in a mixed-methods approach. It is worth mentioning that authors
acknowledge their concern for generalization in the context of using qualitative methods and
thus express their preference for mixed methods. 

It may seem to the reader that the qualitative approach of the social reality of the papers
in this issue are diverse. Bryan C. Taylor’s paper addresses qualitative research considering
globalization. Taylor argues that local communities of social science researchers are negoti-
ating the internationalization of their disciplinary identities. Also, in this paper the author no-
tices the efforts of researchers in respect to the internationalization of potential resources of
qualitative research methods. The paper belonging to Liz Yeomans and Martina Topic ad-
dresses engagement and empathy discourses using a case study approach. By using critical
discourse analysis, Yeomans and Topic reveal that corporate communication relies on early
understanding of engagement as a cognitive behavior based on instincts and persuasive com-
munication. The paper shows that in the analyzed case, people are seen emotional driven and
easily manipulated and customers’ engagement tends to be measured through liking on Face-
book and re-tweeting on Twitter. Ana Adi’s paper combines automated online data collection
with qualitative observation, aiming to identify the themes, practices and influencers sharing
messages about public relations on Twitter using the #publicrelations hashtag. Adi inquires
the social media dialogical features and suggests that future research should look into Twit-
ter charts for exploring conversation on public relations. Still in the social media area, but al-
so taking into account printed and online media, Francesca Arcostanzo and Alice Pulvirenti’s
paper bring some empirical evidence on the existence of an audience-oriented commercial
logic which drives online news production. Arcostanzo and Pulvirenti suggest that future re-
search on the way social media had changed communication should start with investigating
how people get informed. Based on in-depth interviews and drawing of the existent literature
on videogame plot evaluation, Tulia Maria Caºvean argues that videogames genres are a
“playing contract” built upon multiple perspective. Thus, Caºvean’s paper points out that
while videogames genres are built player-centric in the industry, for scholars they are con-
sidered tools for examining and comparing games. 

As some of the papers in this issue point out, online communication has a significant role
in the current development of qualitative methodologies. Several scholars mentioned that the
development of the communication technologies and the wide spread of the internet have
transformed the way qualitative research is being conducted, especially in communication
(Mann & Stewart, 2000; Daymon & Holloway, 2001). Therefore, we expect to see in the fu-
ture a significant body of research using qualitative methodologies in online communication. 
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Abstract

Two current forms of globalization are inherently interesting to academic qualitative researchers. The first
is the globalization of qualitative research methods themselves. The second is the globalization of academ-
ic disciplines in which those methods are institutionalized as a valuable resource for professional practices
of teaching and scholarly research. This essay argues that patterns in existing discussion of these two trends
create an opportunity for innovative scholarship. That opportunity involves reflexively leveraging qualita-
tive research methods to study the simultaneous negotiation by academic communities of both qualitative
methods and their professional discipline. Five theories that serve to develop this opportunity are reviewed,
focusing on their related benefits and limitations, and the specific research questions they yield. The essay
concludes by synthesizing distinctive commitments of this proposed research program. 

Keywords: globalization, academic disciplines, qualitative methods

1. Introduction: The Globalization of Qualitative Research Methods

Within the past two decades, a growing number of scholarly voices have testified to the
global circulation of qualitative research methods among social science disciplines (see Tay-
lor and Lindlof, 2013). Consistently, those voices address how this circulation creates new
challenges and opportunities which affect disciplinary practices of teaching and research, and
stimulate a search by disciplinary members for new forms of community which may support
their response. 

In this process, commentators navigate an overlapping series of discourses through which
social scientists have conceptualized the relationship between qualitative methods and con-
temporary globalization. In the first discourse, qualitative researchers have engaged global-
ization as an urgent confluence of changing conditions – principally, destabilizing flows of
material and symbolic phenomena across traditional geopolitical boundaries – which has af-
fected their chosen objects of study, and provoked revision of their existing theory and method-
ology. In a second discourse, critical researchers have sought to de-colonize historical traditions
of qualitative research which have contributed to the hegemony of modern Western culture,
and inhibited the development of authentic knowledge and voice among indigenous peoples.
Currently, these researchers also defend the integrity of qualitative methods against a pow-
erful backlash by neo-liberal institutions seeking to reestablish positivist protocols for the
production of knowledge claims. 
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In this essay, I am concerned with a third – and growing – discourse in this series. Here,
social scientists conceptualize qualitative research methods as commodities circulating in glob-
al economies of academic knowledge and practice. Here, we are concerned with the prove-
nance of qualitative methods as artifacts developed among American, British, and European
scholarly communities during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. We seek to understand
the various forms of “supply and demand” which have structured the global flows of qualita-
tive research, and which have produced marked inequity between higher educational institu-
tions located in North America and Europe, and those located in the global East and South.

We pursue this inquiry for at least two reasons. The first is that it may encourage the de-
velopment of more equitable structures of global knowledge production, and more flexible
and innovative methodologies capable of engaging the complex manifestations of global
flows (e.g., migration and pandemic; Flick & Rohnsch, 2015). Beyond these purposes, how-
ever, this inquiry arises because the global institution of qualitative research has sufficiently
matured so that it is now willing and able to investigate its increasingly diverse components.
Moved by curiosity to explore their international community, qualitative researchers are de-
veloping enhanced understanding of themselves as professional actors engaged in local situ-
ations, negotiating the opportunities and constraints afforded by available resources for
addressing their unique needs – activities which, in turn, shape the evolving conditions of
their work. In this sense, qualitative researchers are reflexively mobilizing the spirit of qual-
itative inquiry to better understand the global cultures of qualitative research.

2. The Globalization of Higher-Educational Institutions and 
Academic Disciplines

Within the sphere of post-industrial higher-education, of course, this curiosity is not lim-
ited to methodological communities. It is also an urgent matter for colleges and universities,
as they assess the threats and opportunities generated by contemporary globalization for their
traditional revenue streams and operations (Becher & Trowler, 2001). Within this increasing-
ly “borderless” environment created by the end of the Cold War and the ongoing moderniza-
tion of economies and societies in regions such as South Asia and Eastern Europe,
higher-educational institutions are increasingly undertaking massive, strategic –and often-
traumatic – change programs. These programs are stimulated by interrelated trends, such as
defunding by state governments, the growing centrality of techno-science and intellectual
property for international markets, and the emergence of various economies of ‘knowledge,’
‘affect,’ ‘experience,’ and ‘risk’ which have revised (i.e., instrumentalized and commodified)
the value conventionally attributed to higher-educational learning. Related campaigns range
from defending against competition by both local, for-profit operators and global mega-uni-
versities, to more opportunistic ventures (particularly among U.S. institutions; see Kleypas
& McDougall, 2012), such as selective development of courses and programs for online de-
livery (Umpleby, et al., 2009); opening of new campuses to deliver programs in foreign mar-
kets; partnering with industry in research ventures; organizational restructuring; intensifying
managerial oversight and budgetary efficiency, and recruiting growing numbers of foreign stu-
dents created by the regional emergence of aspirational, middle-class cultures. 

This evolution in the relationship between higher educational institutions and their cen-
tral authorities creates a volatile mix of constraints and opportunities for their disciplinary units.

12 Revista românã de comunicare ºi relaþii publice
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My focus here is on the process (parallel to that occurring among qualitative researchers) in
which maturing academic disciplines seek to understand the diverse limbs and organs of their
increasingly-international bodies. Here, related projects seek to inventory and map the total
manifestations of a discipline’s professional knowledge and practice. They consider how these
manifestations alternately sustain and vary the ideal attributes of a discipline’s “tribal” iden-
tity (i.e., as unique and cohesive), manifest as distinctive qualities of its official structure and
culture (Becher & Parry, 2005). These elements include: external boundaries with other dis-
ciplines (e.g., loose and cosmopolitan vs. rigid and provincial); relations with prominent stake-
holders such as industries, professions, publics, funding agencies, and policy-makers;
epistemological orientations; theoretical traditions; prioritized research programs; method-
ological practices; pedagogy, curriculum, and degree offerings; forms of self-governance and
development (e.g., professional associations); and internal structuring of sub-fields (e.g., hi-
erarchical vs. egalitarian). Frequently, these investigations are conducted within the context
of particular nation-states and global regions, and focus on the correspondence between dis-
ciplinary trajectories and the historical development of associated social, economic, and po-
litical institutions. Ultimately, such projects cultivate a narrative sufficient to represent the
integrity of “the global discipline.” Ideally, such accounts serve strategic narratives of disci-
plinary identity and interest – for example, as a legitimate, effective, growing enterprise en-
titled to increased investment of scarce resources. 

3. Statement of Purpose

Although I have so far depicted the globalization of qualitative research methods and ac-
ademic disciplines as-if parallel trends, they in fact overlap. This is because the social sci-
ence disciplines form a principal, durable medium for the globalization of qualitative research
methods. In turn, the “migration” (Flick, 2014) of qualitative research methods creates a
prominent “boundary object” or “contact zone” through which the dispersed members of
global disciplines may approach or avoid idealized states of mutual understanding and in-
creased coordination (Lamont & Molnar, 2002). This overlap yields at least four (admitted-
ly fine-grained) distinctions among related research narratives. First, those narratives may
depict the general history and character of qualitative research, as it is practiced within a
broad interdisciplinary enterprise, located in a specific state/region (e.g., Adam & Podmenik,
2005; Weil, 2005; Torrance, 2014). A second genre depicts interdisciplinary qualitative re-
search following a specific topic or program, as conducted either globally (e.g., Charmaz,
2014), or within a specific state/region (Knoblauch, et al., 2005). Third, researchers may por-
tray the qualitative research traditions of a specific discipline, as it is located in a specific
state/region (e.g., Konecki, et al., 2005). Finally, they may study of the role played by glob-
alizing qualitative methods in the development of a specific discipline, emerging in a specif-
ic state/region. 

Review of related literatures indicates a predominance of studies in the first, second, and
third categories. This output has been influenced by various scholarly calls: by individual fig-
ures such as Alasutaari (2004), who has advocated for the development of a “spatial” narra-
tive to offset the homogenizing logic encoded in “temporal” narratives of qualitative methods
evolution; by international conferences such as the International Congress of Qualitative In-
quiry, held at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (http://icqi.org/); and by academ-
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ic journals such as Qualitative Inquiry and Forum: Qualitative Social Research
(http://www.qualitative-research.net/index.php/fqs), which regularly publish related studies
and special issues. In response, qualitative researchers from global “peripheries” such as
Ibero-America (Puebla, et al., 2006) and Asia (Hsiung, 2012) have documented how “their”
methods have historically developed through interactions occurring within and between spe-
cific networks of actors, knowledges, texts, and practices – which have, in turn, been influ-
enced by overarching conditions such as enduring religious-ethnic conflict (Schubotz, 2005).
These accounts typically depict “glocalized” encounters between a hegemonic, Anglo-Amer-
ican core tradition, and localized articulations of national / regional culture, (inter-) discipli-
narity, and higher-educational institutionalization. These encounters produce distinctively
“hybrid,” “creolized” – and sometimes idiosyncratic – configurations of qualitative research
methodology (Angermuller,2005). 

The vast majority of these accounts involve case studies which review related archives and
contemporary literatures, employing relatively informal (and even impressionistic) method-
ologies such as portraiture and “cartography” (Valles & Baer, 2005; Eberle & Elliker, 2005).
A second, much rarer, genre involves empirical study of qualitative research communities.
These studies report on recent strategic initiatives by (inter-)national bodies seeking to inven-
tory geographically-specific, (inter-)disciplinary networks of qualitative researchers, and to
consolidate the resources supporting their productivity (e.g., Eberle & Elliker, 2005; Hen-
wood & Laing, 2005). These studies largely use survey and data-base methods to establish
similarities, differences, and trends in the methodological practices of these groups, and to
assess their implications for stakeholder relationships. 

Collectively, these projects provide valuable insight into the global dynamics of increas-
ingly mobile qualitative methodology. Nonetheless, we may discern two gaps in this litera-
ture, which create opportunities for extending and innovating current discussion. The first
gap involves the relative lack of narratives studying the role of methodological globalization
in the development of disciplinary globalization. Here, we may investigate precisely how the
global diffusion of research methods influences the local development of academic disci-
plines. A second – and somewhat ironic – gap involves a lack of studies utilizing the resources
of qualitative methods themselves to investigate these dynamics. Here, empirical researchers
can leverage means such as participant-observation and interviewing to more richly depict
the evolving communal meanings and practices associated with glocalized articulations of
methodology and disciplinarity. In this process, they may continue to improve the historical-
ly “pitiful and poverty-stricken” body of qualitative research on “actual everyday life in ac-
ademic institutions” (P. Treichler, in Fiske, 1992, p. 167). 

4. Theoretical Overview 

We are now able to specify our proposed object of study. It is the ‘glocalization’ of qual-
itative research methodology, as that phenomenon manifests within specific intersections of
three historical and cultural contexts: those of national/regional identity, academic-discipli-
nary identity, and higher-educational institutionalization. This proposal assumes that the on-
going globalization of both academic disciplines and qualitative research methods are
articulated in these manifestations. More innovatively, it assumes that qualitative methods
may themselves be utilized to investigate these articulations as significant matters of disci-
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plinary culture and professional development. This proposal finds support in Goodall’s (1999,
p. 487) account of academic communities as organic phenomena, animated by a pervasive,
sensitive relationality: 

[They] exist within a complex web of families, friendships, departments, academic institu-
tions, cities and states, educational hierarchies, professional organizations, and world histories,
all of which can and do influence … our identities, our understandings, our professional and
personal goals, what and how we write, how we live… A change in any one strand of this in-
tricate web necessarily means changes in some, if not all, of the rest. Everything is connected.

What phenomena might such a study consider? Existing discussions suggest potential
units of analysis. Foremost are the meanings and practices by which the members of a local
academic community negotiate the simultaneous globalization of both their discipline and qual-
itative research methods. Here, we are drawn to the collective enactment of change, as po-
tential innovations of local-disciplinary tradition are identified, promoted, voluntarily
incorporated, and/or externally imposed (Becher & Trowler, 2001, pp. 95-102). We consid-
er how various characterizations of qualitative methods – as ‘fashionable fad,’ ‘legitimate op-
tion,’ ‘valuable asset,’ or ‘inevitable requirement’ – are constructed and circulated among
community members. We ask what pragmatic, moral, and political work such attributions do
in reproducing and transforming disciplinary cultures. We investigate how academic com-
munities orient to the globalization of qualitative research in managing their local discipli-
nary orthodoxy – including “methodological fortresses … which … provide defensive
bulwarks against external criticism” (Somekh, et al., 2005, p. 2). We may consider how these
changes manifest for disciplinary members at the level of their lived experience, as they en-
gage in ongoing sensemaking and narration of their own and others’ evolving identities. Such
narratives may depict forms of membership characterized by qualities such as desire, ambi-
tion, commitment, vulnerability, competency, wisdom, and resistance. As a result, finally, we
may better understand how different social science disciplines uniquely appropriate the af-
fordances of methodological traditions (Somekh, et al., 2005). 

Beyond this framing, the use of qualitative methods for such a project presupposes a the-
oretical agenda that can adequately guide the collection and analysis of related data, and en-
sure the production of relevant, credible findings. To that end, I review below five theoretical
traditions which serve this purpose. In sequence, they include: the diffusion of innovation; the
sociology of generations; speech, discourse, and interpretive community; community of prac-
tice; and finally, Bourdieu’s theory of academic habitus. I focus here on elaborating their dis-
tinctive premises and claims, their benefits and limitations for this project, and the research
questions they yield. 

4.1. The Diffusion of Innovation

As famously developed by communication scholar Everett Rogers (2003), our first theory
focuses on the mediated relationship between producers and consumers of innovative knowl-
edge, practice, and technology. Drawing on historical case-studies of Western-provided aid
and development, this theory emphasizes how the decisions of societal members to adopt nov-
el belief-systems and commodities, made in response to their producers’persuasive campaigns,
hinge on several factors. These include relevant cultural norms and psychological predisposi-
tions (e.g., tolerance of uncertainty and risk); demonstrable affordances of the innovation (e.g.,
cost, simplicity, and effectiveness); exposure to informative and influential communication by
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friends, family, and community members (e.g., serving as ‘opinion leaders’); and subsequent
attribution of the relative benefits and liabilities of adoption (e.g., opportunity cost). The the-
ory typifies adopters and the phases of their decision processes, corresponding to a rising, S-
shaped curve. It depicts growing stages of learning and participation, leading from awareness,
interest, and evaluation, to trial and adoption. Its spectrum of adopter profiles ranges from ad-
venturesome and highly-educated ‘Innovators’ to isolated, orthodox, and fearful ‘Laggards.’
The theory foregrounds the interdependence of mass media campaigns and interpersonal net-
works (e.g., in producing peer pressure), as well as the degree of similarity displayed between
communicators, as factors influencing the rate and extent of ultimate adoption. The theory’s
enduring contribution has been to elaborate the contingency of communal learning, and the con-
sequentiality of imitative behavior (Dearing, 2006).

For our purposes, the benefits of this theory include its depiction of community members
confronting change, and collaboratively negotiating their responses. It emphasizes the commu-
nication networks through which they are informed and influenced in forming these responses.
It indicates the role of communal norms, values, and beliefs in shaping members’ perceptions
of apparent risks and opportunities surrounding adoption. It emphasizes the role of key individ-
uals and groups in alternately facilitating and impeding adoption, and proposes a threshold of
adoption (i.e., critical mass) at which point the innovation may be deemed normalized.

Relevant limitations, however, include the theory’s provenance in aid, development, and
marketing contexts, which may limit its effectiveness for studying relatively-autonomous and
highly-educated professionals deliberating potentially-optional and incremental change in
their intellectual traditions. Its relatively objectivist ontology, further, may not support inter-
pretivist analysis of the process by which academic communities selectively construct mul-
tiple, competing, and contested artifacts. Similarly, its modeling of adoption phases may
prematurely promote a logic of necessity and inevitability, obscuring the complexity of par-
tial and ambivalent accommodations. As well, the theory does not primarily model adoption
conducted amid the simultaneity of changing contexts. Finally, its etic invocation of influen-
tial factors and decision-making types potentially conflicts with the emic commitment in qual-
itative research to empathic understanding and inductive explanation of participant experience. 

Considering these benefits and limitations, research questions derived from this theory
would include:

– What are the communication networks through which the members of a local academ-
ic community are informed and influenced concerning the potential adoption of qualitative
research methods? What are the characteristic patterns of communication in those networks?

– How do the existing norms, values and beliefs of a local academic community shape its
members’ perceptions of qualitative methods as potential disciplinary innovation, and influ-
ence their construction of related artifacts?

– How is the adoption of qualitative research methods in an academic community relat-
ed to its simultaneous adoption of other disciplinary innovations?

4.2. The Sociology of Generations

In his essay entitled “The Sociological Problem of Generations,” Karl Mannheim
(1952/2009) identified that eponymous gap in existing social theory, raising the issue of how
the temporal situation of social groups may distinguish their contributions to societal devel-
opment. Immediately, Mannheim noted that the coincidence of individuals’ biographies with-
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in a historical cohort does not necessitate their shared membership in a community. Alternate-
ly, generational members approach that status as they are organized by their shared location
in social structure, which “limit[s] them to a specific range of potential experience … [and]
self-expression” (pp. 168-169). Subsequently, while living actors at any given moment all
share access to a basic fund of social experience, they are distinguished by their generational
“approach” to selecting and utilizing “the accumulated cultural heritage” (p. 170). This archive
is institutionalized anew by each generation, as its members’ life course yields experiences
which first require – and then confirm – their prioritization of available knowledge as tools
for successful living. 

This condition influences the processes of social change in that mortal humans are con-
tinuously entering and disappearing from communities, requiring their “stratified” genera-
tions to collaborate in reproducing cultural heritage. The stability of this transition is
complicated by the “fresh contact” of new generations with inherited knowledge as a medi-
ated abstraction. This condition encourages – but does not determine – these groups’ devel-
opment of “novel approaches” to engaging cultural tradition, arising from their immediate
experience of evolving priorities, and from their actualization of potential group identities
and interests. This ongoing emergence of “fresh selection,” notes Mannheim, “facilitates re-
evaluation of our inventory and teaches us both to forget that which is no longer useful and
to covet that which has yet to be won” (p. 173). The young, in other words, are not bound to
conceptualize or utilize cultural knowledge according to the priorities arbitrarily developed
by preceding generations. The potential for inter-generational conflict here is buffered as “in-
termediary” generations oriented to both tradition and innovation regulate the tempo of change. 

This conceptualization, of course, does not presume intra-generational uniformity or con-
sensus. As Pilcher (1994, p. 483) notes in her assessment of Mannheim’s theory, “contempora-
neous individuals are … internally stratified … by their geographical and cultural location; by
their actual as opposed to potential participation in the social and intellectual currents of their
time and place; and by their differing responses to a particular situation so that there may de-
velop opposing generational ‘units’.” Nonetheless, for Mannheim, social actors may be consid-
ered generational members to the extent they share a unique, temporal experience of concrete
historical problems, an agenda for responding to those problems based on their modification of
inherited tradition, and a repertoire of practices for accomplishing that modification. 

For our purposes, this theory beneficially clarifies how evolving response by academic com-
munities to the globalization of qualitative research and their disciplines is not necessarily uni-
form or consistent. Instead, that response may be conceptualized and enacted differently –
both at any given moment, and over time – by generational groups guided by distinctive prem-
ises and agendas. The theory also establishes how change is temporally configured in the
forms of collaboration and competition conducted within and between generations, as their
members alternately produce, inherit, and modify cultural tradition. Fortuitously, Mannheim’s
theory has been tentatively applied in at least one study of academic community, focused on
stratified conceptions of professional identity and career opportunity among contemporary Aus-
tralian sociologists (Marshall & Robinson, 2014). 

As Pilcher (1994) notes, however, Mannheim’s argument is largely theoretical, and does
not provide empirical researchers with guidelines for actually studying this process. Appro-
priately for our proposed project, one solution involves examining the discourse of genera-
tional members as “the empirical location of knowledge” (p. 493). Additionally, Mannheim
is vague concerning protocols for validating related research findings. He implies that re-
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searchers must first, characterize a primary generational sensibility serving as a ground for
subcultural variation, and second, reconcile that account with known features of that gener-
ation’s social, political, and economic contexts. 

Bearing these factors in mind, this theory yields the following research questions:
– How does the collective response of an academic community to the globalization of

qualitative methods and its discipline configure the unique experiences and agendas of its
overlapping generations?

– How do those generations interact, both synchronically and diachronically, to construct
that response?

4.3. Speech/Discourse/Interpretive Community

Here, we are concerned with a group of related theories addressing the importance of sym-
bolic expression and interpretation for maintaining a community’s distinctive norms, values
and beliefs, and for constituting the practices which certify communal standards for legiti-
mate membership. We build here from Hymes’ (1972) conception of “speech community” as
a social group defined by distinctive practices of communication – including the use of rules
guiding who may speak on a particular topic, when, where, with whom, and how. In this per-
spective, communal membership is demonstrated in members’ shared knowledge and coor-
dinated practice, as these are oriented to cultural categories for relevant speech situations,
their component events and acts, and their accompanying styles of speaking. 

Our second concept of “discourse community,” subsequently, directs attention to the ways
that shared norms, values, and beliefs structure the form and content of spoken and written
communication, exchanged between the members of voluntary, goal-oriented social groups
(Borg, 2003; Olsen, 1993). It focuses on the quality of communicative performances which
lead audiences to deem them both appropriate and effective. It depicts community members
as engaged in ongoing processes of expression, impression formation, and evaluation, which
serve to maintain, negotiate, and transform related standards of communication competence. 

“Interpretive community,” finally, signals the role of textual interpretation in shaping com-
munal identity (Fish, 1980; Lindlof, forthcoming). Here, readers and other kinds of audiences
are networked through their shared modes of active sensemaking of media artifacts, and their
preferences of for performing that sensemaking in their ongoing conduct of everyday life. In
this perspective, texts do not possess innate authority; instead, they serve as raw, indetermi-
nate, semiotic resources which may be creatively appropriated by social groups to serve their
unique projects. Interpretive communities are sustained not only in their members’ consistent
performance of these strategies, but also through their response to divergent and deviant per-
formances, and their ongoing debate over whether and how to change those strategies to ac-
commodate evolving situations. 

For our purposes, this collection of perspectives usefully focuses on academic-disciplines
as communities that are centrally – perhaps even obsessively – organized around the phenom-
ena of discursive / textual production and interpretation (Duff, 2010). It depicts ongoing op-
portunities and dilemmas created for professional socialization by members’ learning about
preferred strategies for interpreting canonical texts, and their assimilation of complex rules
for designing and performing associated communication (e.g., stance-taking in relation to in-
tellectual controversy). While related studies often focus on the trials of novice members (i.e.,
students), the perspective may also be cultivated to engage the ongoing socialization of ma-
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ture professionals responding to textual waves of disciplinary and methodological globaliza-
tion. It may also depict the dialogic, mutual influence exchanged between novices, veterans,
and their intermediaries in academic communities, as those members orient to change, and
potentially produce new forms of literacy and performance. 

Research questions derived from this collection of theories thus include the following: 
– What are the textual economies (e.g., works and networks) through which an academ-

ic-disciplinary community engages the globalization of qualitative research methods?
– How do traditional discursive and interpretive practices in an academic-disciplinary

community (e.g., citation protocols and classroom pedagogy) change to accommodate the
globalization of qualitative research methods?

4.4. Community of Practice

Eschewing the arid structuralism of network studies and the geographical determinism of
the speech community concept, this theoretical tradition conceptualizes its eponymous groups
as “people who engage in a process of collective learning in a shared domain of human en-
deavor” (Wenger, n.p.). It emphasizes the passionate, unifying commitment displayed among
related group members to a distinctive interest or purpose (e.g., achieving aesthetic excellence
and commercial success in fiction-writing); the contexts in which they regularly meet to cul-
tivate affiliative and collaborative relationships (e.g., writing workshops); and finally, their
ritualized performance of activities (e.g., reading and discussing each other’s’ work-in-
progress) which enact these contexts. 

Innovatively, the theory identifies how such communities self-organize – arising sponta-
neously in response to the recognition of unmet needs among individuals and groups with com-
mon interests, and who subsequently maintain their enterprise informally, independent of
conventional organizational structures. It thus celebrates the unruly potential for group learn-
ing to exceed officially-designated moments and spaces, and enroll a growing range of ac-
tors and events. The theory is also concerned with how such groups move through stages of
development characterized by distinctive forms of interaction (e.g., coalescing, dispersing, and
commemorating), and also with the consequences of those activities for related institutions
(e.g., stewardship of valuable competencies, cultivation of alternate identities, etc.). The po-
tential for beneficial outcomes here inspires the theory’s normative concern with how mem-
bers and their sponsoring organizations may successfully nurture these kinds of groups (e.g.,
through internal leadership and official legitimation).

For our purposes, this tradition usefully theorizes the process through which academic
professionals sharing an interest in methodological innovation may form a community, both
within and outside traditional disciplinary structures, to cultivate understanding and mastery
of related knowledge and practice (Becher & Parry, 2005). It suggests how such communi-
ties may serve as testing grounds for disciplinary adoption of ‘new’ research methods. It em-
phasizes the contingency of official sanction by larger institutions which is required for their
widespread adoption. It thus implicates two scenes of interaction: that occurring internally
among the members of academic communities of practice, as they develop their standards of
membership, and also externally, as they represent the outcomes of their learning to discipli-
nary gatekeepers.

Nonetheless, by emphasizing the potential for diverse manifestations of academic com-
munities of practice, this tradition alternately affirms and subverts the presumed stability and
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influence of disciplines as learning contexts. Klein and Hirschhiem (2008), for example, ar-
gue that correspondence with academic community of practice is most likely to occur among
developing disciplines. Additionally, our proposed use of this theory diverges from its tradi-
tional focus on student, professional staff, and novice-faculty learner groups (e.g., Jawitz,
2007; McDonald & Star, 2008; Otten, 2009). This is necessary to emphasize the full range
of inter-generational configurations that may emerge to negotiate specific disciplinary tran-
sitions (Andrew, et al., 2009). Here, we draw support from the argument that professional
disciplines endure as an overarching source of fundamental ideas which contextualize the sit-
uated development by academic communities of practical knowledge as a relevant, legiti-
mate, and fruitful enterprise (Becher & Parry, 2005).

Finally, researchers have already used the theory to partly address the features of our cho-
sen object. Churchman and Stehlik (2007), for example, have conceptualized alternative struc-
tures enabling the members of higher-educational institutions to mitigate the disruption of
their traditional academic community by neo-liberal reforms. Additionally, in their attempt
to map the communities constituting a “pedagogical culture” surrounding social science re-
search methods, Wagner, et al. (2011) identify a genre of journal-based discussion devoted
to “the way in which specific disciplines use an approach to teach research methods” (p. 78)
– with many of these specifically debating the merits of qualitative methods. 

Based on this discussion, related research questions include:
– How do local academic communities of practice form to engage with the globalization

of qualitative research methods?
– How do their operations influence disciplinary development within local and regional

institutions of higher-education?

4.5. Bourdieu’s Theory of Academic Fields and Habitus

Pierre Bourdieu’s oeuvre of theory and research is large and exceedingly complex, and his
ideas evolved significantly over the course of his career. This is not the occasion for a detailed,
comprehensive review. Generally, Bourdieu (1977) was concerned with the dynamics of pow-
er in society, and the subtle ways it is exchanged within and across contexts. Bourdieu argued
that individuals simultaneously occupy multiple positions in social space – most significant-
ly, in fields which configure institutional forces to produce distinctive, relatively autonomous
forms of play, competition, and conflict. We are subsequently defined not only by our mem-
berships in objective structures (e.g., of class), but by the distinctive forms of capital (e.g.,
valuable forms of property, membership, status, qualification, knowledge, and skill) we are
able to develop and use in our conduct of relationships within fields. 

Specifically, Bourdieu (1979/1984) focused on how class positions become “fractionated”
between dominant and dominated groups, based upon the types and amounts of capital their
members inherit or otherwise acquire, and the ways they are able to convert those types into
resources supporting their aspirations. Members of cultural groups utilize these resources in
their practices of everyday life, in order to gain strategic advantage, and to reconcile themselves
to the pressing conditions of their existence. Crucially, Bourdieu argued that these processes
manifest through our public performance of judgements of taste and preference. He argued that
these judgments are not merely aesthetic: they are instead tied to social positions developed
within fields, and their deployment constitutes an act of positioning – a bid for the attribution
by others of status which distances us from undesirable socio-economic identities.
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Bourdieu (1990) subsequently emphasized how social actors constitute symbolic orders
through their intuitive, unconscious embodiment of social structure (i.e., as an acquired ‘dis-
position’ for enacting particular forms of thought, feeling, belief, and action). He used the term
habitus to designate related systems of embodied knowledge and cultural standards for as-
sessing the competence of practices, arguing that such schemes of classification are inextri-
cably tied to mechanisms which reproduce forms of inequality. One of those mechanisms
involves our cultivation of symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1979/1984) – the ability to natural-
ize other forms of capital and their effects as-if universal, legitimate and inevitable. The im-
position of these modes of perception by elites on dominated groups, Bourdieu argued (1990),
constitutes symbolic violence. Fields can only exist, he concluded, as long as social actors pos-
sess the dispositions that are necessary to constitute them as orderly sites of meaningful re-
lations. As a result, no field is completely stable. Change may come about as its members
recognize incongruent and underdetermined relations between their motives, their available
resources, and the outcomes of their practices. 

We are of course interested here in Bourdieu’s (1988) application of this theory to cri-
tique the habitus of the higher-educational field. Specifically, Bourdieu was concerned with
the role of academic institutions in maintaining social inequality, the exacerbation of that in-
equality by neo-liberal globalization, and the potential for social science to subvert its hege-
mony (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1999). Bourdieu questioned how the ruling and intellectual
classes manage to preserve their social privilege across generations, despite increasing evi-
dence contradicting their claim that higher-educational systems produce equal opportunity
and socio-economic mobility. Instead, his studies revealed that, in performing routine process-
es like admitting students, conferring degrees, and hiring, promoting, and fêting faculty mem-
bers, the members of higher-educational institutions typically normalize systems of
classification and standards of evaluation that correspond with logics of the dominant order. 

In this process, Bourdieu closely examined the structure and culture of higher-education-
al institutions. He viewed the academic field as a site of fierce, ongoing struggle (albeit sub-
limated through bureaucratic procedure and intellectual abstraction), conducted among the
members of various disciplinary and professional groups. This struggle manifested as their
members sought to alternately defend and transform existing systems for controlling their in-
ternal operations, and the ethical and political consequences of those operations for larger so-
ciety. Bourdieu subsequently differentiated categories of academic players, based upon their
types and degrees of available power. He noted, for example, that elite universities typically
favored academic disciplines possessing high degrees of “temporal power,” based upon their
fulfillment of state requirements for the production of essential professionals (e.g., lawyers,
doctors and priests). Disciplines possessing low degrees of that power enjoyed an upside,
however – relative institutional freedom to pursue their distinctive intellectual passions. Ad-
ditionally, Bourdieu distinguished between disciplines displaying “scientific” power (i.e., in-
tellectual prestige achieved through traditional scholarly activities of teaching and research)
and more instrumental forms of “academic” power associated with the localized reproduc-
tion of institutional structure (e.g., the over-representation of particular faculty groups on uni-
versity committees that award competitive research funding). Other relevant factors here
include how the members of academic-disciplines differ in their socio-economic backgrounds,
personal incomes, predominant attitudes toward social and political issues, and the cultural
preferences and practices they display in their private lives (Huber, 1990).
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Bourdieu’s work thus guides researchers to investigate how the members of academic dis-
ciplines work to cultivate, translate, and promote their distinctive knowledge in order to se-
cure their positions in local institutional hierarchies, and also to achieve external validation
in the larger social order. Significantly, Bourdieu emphasized that this struggle is conducted
over immediate and mundane issues (e.g., budgetary shortfalls, ethical lapses, etc.), but also
more reflexively – as academic groups contest the logics (i.e., criteria) by which their rela-
tive forms of capital are alternately differentiated, evaluated, and stratified. 

For our purposes, it is significant that Bourdieu viewed the social sciences as occupying
a unique – if conflicted – position in academic fields: they simultaneously enjoy relative free-
dom to pursue their chosen lines of inquiry, while producing knowledge that critiques “the
monopoly of legitimate thought and discourse” produced by higher-status disciplines such as
law and business. Additionally, we note that Bourdieu recognized research methodology as
a type of “scientific capital” within academic fields. He sarcastically condemned, for exam-
ple, the fetishization of methodology displayed by some of his positivist colleagues in the in-
ternational field of political sociology: “One realizes that these scholastic codifications of the
rules of scientific practice are inseparable from the project of building a kind of intellectual
papacy, replete with its international corps of vicars, regularly visited or gathered together in
concilium and charged with the exercise of rigorous and constant control over common prac-
tice…” (Bourdieu, 1985/2007, p. 1252). As a result, the revision by a discipline of its exist-
ing methodology might be compared to innovation occurring in the cultural field of sports:
“The appearance of a new sport or a new way of practicing an already established sport …
causes a restructuring of the space of sporting practices and a more or less complete redefi-
nition of the meaning attached to the various practices” (Bourdieu, 1978/1993, p. 350). Fi-
nally, Bourdieu was a passionate critic of textual economies which supported the globalization
of academic disciplines – particularly their ability to reinforce the power of Anglo-American
professionals to ‘consecrate’ the value derived by international researchers from adopting re-
lated knowledge and practice (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1999, p. 46).

Applying Bourdieu’s theory to our proposed project comes with some caveats. For exam-
ple, Bourdieu’s analysis has been critiqued for the limited generalizability of its findings con-
cerning a specific (i.e., French) cultural setting – including its increasingly outdated depiction
of intellectual groups enjoying relative insulation from economic colonization (Marginson,
2008). Additionally, Bourdieu’s did not typically conceptualize single disciplines as “fields”
– preferring instead to model a large complex of forces which challenge the presumed inde-
pendence and stability of those contexts. Indeed, significant intellectual work is required to
cultivate the implications of Bourdieu’s arguments for reflexive critique by social scientists
of the overarching contingency of their entire disciplines, and not merely of their specific
practices for collecting, analyzing, or representing data (Robbins, 2007). Ideally, such proj-
ects would follow Bourdieu’s claim that “only a genuine history of the genesis of ideas about
the social world, combined with an analysis of the social mechanisms of the international cir-
culation of those ideas, could lead intellectuals … to a better mastery of those instruments
with which they argue” (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1999, pp. 51-52). Fortunately for our pur-
poses, Naidoo (2004) argues that this goal is best served by methodological strategies em-
phasizing the specific processes by which academic capital is reproduced within and between
local institutions, and also “the [distinctive] content and internal structuring of knowledge”
(p. 468) within academic fields.

As a result, we may derive the following research questions from this tradition: 
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– How do the existing possession and use of capital among the members of an academ-
ic-disciplinary community shape their initial orientation to the potential value of qualitative
research methods? How do specialists within that community utilize their capital to promote
particular forms and practices of qualitative research methods? 

– How is a uniquely cultural mode of demand for ‘qualitative research methods’ produced
within academic disciplines? How do their members acquire a “taste” for its knowledge and
practice? How are its perceived benefits articulated with existing schemes for classifying le-
gitimately “academic” enterprise (Naidoo, 2004, p. 466)?

– How are particular academic fields transformed through the disciplinary development
of qualitative research methods? How does this development create new forms of academic
and scientific capital – “gains in distinction” (Bourdieu, 1978/1993, p. 346), which serve “po-
sition-taking” by academic groups in ongoing struggle conducted within and between disci-
plines? Put another way: How does the disciplinary adoption of qualitative methods achieve
“distributional significance” among its constituents? (Bourdieu, 1978/1993, p. 352)?

5. Conclusion

This essay has explored changing contexts of professional-academic knowledge and prac-
tice in the contemporary era of neo-liberal globalization. It argues that, around the world, lo-
cal communities of social scientists are currently engaged in negotiating the internationalization
of both their disciplinary identities, and the potential resource of qualitative research meth-
ods. In this process, these communities operate with increased awareness of their unique,
geopolitical situations as producers and consumers of methodological knowledge and prac-
tice. Our review has identified a current opportunity for empirical research of this phenom-
enon – one involving the reflexive use of qualitative research methods to study glocalized
communities of qualitative researchers. The distinctive object of this nquiry involves the man-
ifestation of those communities within overlapping contexts of national/regional culture, ac-
ademic-disciplinary identity, and higher-educational institutionalization. The potential benefit
of such inquiry includes enhanced knowledge of how local contingencies may influence the
disciplinary appropriation of research methods to produce authentic communal artifacts. 

To ensure its viability, this project requires diligent consideration of available theoretical
resources. To that end, this essay has reviewed five available traditions, focusing on their key
claims, their characteristic strengths and limitations, and the useful research questions they
yield. While those traditions differ considerably, they also contribute to a composite picture
of how such a project might work. Specifically, that agenda may be characterized by the fol-
lowing, distinctively qualitative commitments in gathering and interpreting evidence: 

– Focus on specific communal meanings and practices – particularly those of symbolic
expression and interpretation;

– Focus on the communal supervision of change – the concrete activities through which
it is conceptualized and enacted by local-disciplinary members;

– Focus on the role of local, regional, national, and international textual economies in cir-
culating both apparent exigencies, and resources for communal response;

– Focus on the role of existing communal norms, values, and beliefs in members’ construc-
tion of qualitative research methods as a concern of local disciplinary identity; 
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– Focus on the diversity and interdependency of social groups configured in local disci-
plinary appropriation of global qualitative methods. Focus on their negotiation of competing
conceptions of those methods; 

– Focus on the role of actors’ motives and interests in engaging global qualitative meth-
ods as a strategic resource for their ongoing conduct of institutional competition and conflict; 

– Focus on the related ethics and politics of that interaction – for example, the ways in
which communal adoption of qualitative research methods alternately opens and forecloses
potential paths of disciplinary development; and finally,

– Focus on actors’ display of independent agency and creative participation in related
processes, rather than assuming the inevitable determination of related outcomes by abstract,
external forces. 

Hopefully, these commitments will enable researchers to successfully cultivate the value
of this line of inquiry. Regarding limitations, most obviously, this current proposal does not
address methodological questions concerning the design and conduct of related data collec-
tion and analysis, or the representation of subsequent findings. Additionally, we should not
presume that the theories discussed here exhaust relevant possibilities for this project, or that
discussion here of any particular theory has completely resolved its utility. For now, howev-
er, we must leave these questions and gaps to be addressed in separate statements, in reports
of concrete studies, and through communal assessment of evolving results. In this process,
the global community of qualitative research may continue to fashion and circulate images
of itself, for itself, striving to increase their accuracy, completeness, and value. 
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Abstract

This paper analyzes engagement and empathy discourse in a corporate document The Science of En-
gagement published online by a leading UK PR agency. The method used was a critical discourse analysis
(CDA) of the document, and the findings reveal that the engagement discourse in this document positions
the consumer as a passive, compulsive purchaser, while the empathy discourse largely frames the consumer
as young and more empathic than previous generations, and thus an easily accessible target for brands to ap-
peal to, using emotional communication on social media. The conclusion of the paper is that in contrast to
conceptual understandings of engagement as two-way and empathy as other-oriented, the Agency relies on
early understanding of engagement as a cognitive process based on instincts and persuasive communication,
and not as a concept of social communication that will be dependent on cultural and social differences, in-
dividual approach, and trust. This practice goes against the already acknowledged view of engagement and
empathy as more than just cognitive responses by consumers, and presents an outdated understanding of
these increasingly debated concepts. 

Keywords: engagement, empathy, public relations, discourse

1. Introduction 

The concept of engagement seems to be inherent to all communication professions at the
moment; however, it is not always clear whether scholars or practitioners understand the term
properly (Bortree & Seltzer, 2009; Kang, 2014; Taylor & Kent, 2014; 2002). Yet, it has be-
come almost a buzzword in communications, marketing and advertising. Engagement is usu-
ally seen as a two-way communication but the confusion arises as to whether communication
on social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook can be considered as engagement or
simply some sort of conversation and/or feedback (Adams & McCorkindale, 2013; Kang,
2014; Lovejoy et al, 2012), and whether engagement encompasses much more than just a
conversation, i.e. research, understanding, spending time together, dialogue, etc. (Taylor &
Kent, 2014) as well as an emotional connection (Johnston, 2014). 

On the other hand, the turn to emotion in the academy, including cultural studies (e.g.
Ahmed, 2007), organization studies (e.g. Bloch, 2012; Fineman, 2010; Putnam & Mumby,
1993) and the social sciences (e.g. Greco & Stenner, 2008; Turner & Stets, 2005) is widely
acknowledged. An interest in emotion, and empathy in particular, is also reflected in popu-
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lar discourse: numerous book titles espouse empathy as a core skill to provide competitive
advantage in a global economy (Pedwell, 2012) while New Scientist magazine reports on
technological innovation in the form of “empathy apps” to help workers strengthen their on-
line and offline relationships (Rutkin, 2015).

In the light of a turn to engagement and emotion in the academy, as well as in popular dis-
course, this paper examines engagement and empathy discourse in a corporate engagement
document. Using critical discourse analysis (CDA), we analyze engagement and empathy
discourse of The Science of Engagement document published online by one of UK’s leading
PR agencies, Weber Shandwick. 

2. Public Relations and Engagement

Engagement is a concept largely used in public relations (PR), marketing and communi-
cations in general. Engagement is often seen as something that can bring “positive organiza-
tional or marketing outcomes such as increased employee voluntary behaviours, consumer
advocacy, financial support, and loyalty” (Kang, 2014, p. 399). However, the fact the con-
cept is often used does not mean it is used in the right context, nor that all who use the term
understand it properly (Bortree & Seltzer, 2009; Kang, 2014; Taylor & Kent, 2014; 2002). 

Nevertheless, some authors have argued that engagement is an ideograph that many use
without explaining what they mean when they say engagement, with which this term becomes
a rhetorical argument that closes any discussion rather than fostering it (Taylor & Kent, 2014).
At first, the concept appeared in discussions on “importance of cognitive involvement for
campaign related behavioural outcomes”, and then again later on in “the context of commu-
nity capacity building” (Johnston, 2014, p. 381). Recently, however, engagement became in-
tertwined with Public Relations practice, as it is believed engagement presents the mantra for
successful PR (Edelman 2008, cited from Johnston, 2014). Heath (2014) has argued that en-
gagement is more than a two-way communication, but also an “appreciation for, and com-
mitment to dialogue with and among stakeholders and organizations as community-building
discourse and power resource co-management” (cited from Johnston, 2014, p. 382). Thus, en-
gagement as a two-way communication has stepped in as a theory that has the power to re-
place the widely exploited Excellence theory that was a dominant paradigm in PR research
for decades (Taylor & Kent, 2014). 

So far, however, engagement has been used in five communication contexts, i.e. “social
media engagement, employee engagement, CSR and engagement, civic engagement and so-
cial capital, and dialogic engagement” (Taylor & Kent, 2014, p. 385). In other words, many
authors have explored the influence of social media such as Facebook, Twitter and others for
fostering engagement and a two-way communication (Adams & McCorkindale, 2013; Kang,
2014; Lovejoy et al., 2012), engagement in the workplace through exploring staff satisfac-
tion (Men, 2012), CSR policies as an engagement with publics (Devin & Lane, 2014; Golob
& Bartlett, 2007; O’Byrne, 2014; Men & Tsai 2014; Tench et al., 2014), engagement and its
role in building social capital (Taylor & Kent, 2014), and engagement as a dialogue (Kent &
Taylor, 2002). 

Engagement is closely related to caring for those stakeholders that PR practitioners com-
municate with, and in this way engagement has always been closely related to dialogue and
a two-way communication rather than a one-way form of communication. However, in order
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to have a dialogue it is important that two sides of the communication process trust each oth-
er. Taylor and Kent (2014) argue that interaction between companies and customers on so-
cial media networks is not an example of dialogue but an exchange of information and feedback
because a true dialogue must encompass more than just any conversation, i.e. “dialogue is
only possible when people spend time together interacting, understanding the rules of inter-
action, trusting the other person/people involved in an interaction, etc.” (p. 390).

This furthermore means that organizations who want to truly enforce engagement as part
of their policy should understand engagement as an “interaction with stakeholder/publics to
begin only after secondary research has been conducted to understand an issue(s), key publics,
cultural variables, etc.”; “demonstration of positive regard for stakeholder/publics’ input, ex-
periences and needs”; “interaction with stakeholder/publics for relational purposes, outside
of an immediate problem/issue”; “interaction with stakeholder/publics for their advice and
counsel on issues of organizational/public/community concern”, and “interaction that con-
tributes to a fully functioning society whereby organizations and publics recognize their in-
terdependence and act together for the good of the community” (Taylor & Kent, 2014, p.
391). On the other hand, according to Kang (2014, p. 403) the elements of engagement are
trust, satisfaction, word of mouth and loyalty. 

In sum, engagement is about building relationships with stakeholders. However this rela-
tionship needs to be a two-way communication grounded in research, trust and understand-
ing and not just as a way of initiating conversations and feedback sessions. This also means
that PR practitioners who seek establishing engagement with publics need to understand their
publics and their needs and find a way to engage them, rather than just communicate with
them via communication channels. This is because even though communication channels
such as social media present some sort of conversation and communication, they still do not
present a dialogue or engagement because engagement is more than just a conversation and
communicating with publics via social media or other communication channels presents a
type of one-way communication, or at least a one-way initiation of conversation but not en-
gagement that primarily needs to be built on trust and understanding. 

3. Empathy in Public Relations

Within the public relations literature, empathy is considered as important to achieving an
organization’s communications objectives. Here, empathy is discussed as a key principle, an
interpersonal process, and a personal trait, attribute or competence. Empathy is a key princi-
ple in engaging publics, providing an “atmosphere of support and trust that must exist if di-
alogue is to succeed” (Kent & Taylor, 2002, p. 27) and building organization-public
relationships (Bruning, Dials, & Shirka, 2008). Empathy is regarded an important part of an
organization’s response in crisis communication (Martinelli & Briggs, 1998; Seeger, 2006)
and there are attempts to measure empathy as part of “personalizing” organization-publics re-
lationships (e.g. Bruning, Dials, & Shirka, 2008, p. 29). 

Windahl and Signitzer (1992, p. 21) explore empathy more conceptually. These authors
define empathy as: “the capacity to understand how other people perceive and interpret real-
ity […] without giving up one’s own view of this reality”. Empathy, along with the related
concept of social perspective-taking, which is “the ability to understand the options available
to others”, are considered important interpersonal processes for the communication planner
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who often has “no direct contact with the people with whom they communicate” (Windahl
& Signitzer, 1992, pp. 21-22). These authors go on to hint at the problems of disparities, or
dissimilarities, between sender and receiver in communication, citing social perspective-tak-
ing (Reardon, 1987) as particularly helpful in attempting to address these disparities. 

Another concept closely related to empathy, is that of role-taking (Mead, 1934) which
Culbertson (2009, p. 3) defines as the process of “psyching out”, understanding, or predict-
ing another’s attitudes, behaviors, and points of view”. Culbertson’s definition of role-taking
clearly points to a self-orientated (Coplan, 2011), even manipulative, version of empathy,
which he argues is important for PR practitioners to focus on (i.e. identify, measure and con-
trol). Described in this way, role-taking, like social perspective-taking, is a form of empathy,
but there is no suggestion that the actor lets go of the self and engages with the “other” through
feeling (Calloway-Thomas, 2010) – rather, the practitioner retains full, cognitive control –
standing back to observe the minutiae of their role-taking interactions with the other person
and its effects. 

Jin (2010), meanwhile, explicitly examined emotion in public relations leadership and em-
ployee communication. In contrast to the foregoing views of empathy as a key principle and
an interpersonal process, Jin’s study, identified empathy as a core emotional trait, attribute and
communication competence of a PR leader. Empathy, according to Jin (2010, p.179), enables
leaders to both assess employees’ emotions and respond to them “with sensitivity and under-
standing”. Empathy also enhances PR leaders’ communication effectiveness with top manage-
ment. Finally, a recent qualitative study identified empathy as among the top three personal
attributes in four specific professional communication roles, further highlighting the perceived
importance of empathy among public relations practitioners (Tench & Moreno, 2015). 

While the importance of empathy as a personal attribute or competence for public rela-
tions practitioners has emerged from recent studies (i.e. Jin, 2010; Tench & Moreno, 2015),
there is little scholarly attempt to conceptualize empathy in PR, nor is there interest in the
broader, neoliberal discourse(s) of empathy and its implications for PR’s relationships with
the market/consumers, as discussed by political scholars such as Pedwell (2014; 2012) and
Olsen (2013). Therefore it is necessary to provide broader frameworks from the social sci-
ences for discussing empathy including “self” and “other” orientation (Calloway-Thomas,
2010; Coplan, 2011); “true” and “instrumental” empathy (Pedwell, 2012).

4. Method

For this research, we analyzed one major corporate document published online by one of
the leading PR agencies in the UK, entitled The Science of Engagement: An exploration in-
to the true nature of engagement–what it means and what causes it. Grounded in science, not
fiction (Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014). In this document, which we classify as a “cor-
porate positioning document” due to its persuasive content, the Agency offered views on what
constitutes engagement and empathy, and how their work is built on engagement. In order to
understand what the Agency is trying to achieve we conducted a critical discourse analysis
of the document to determine what is the ideological/relational positioning of this organiza-
tion and in which way they would like to shape society? 

In our analysis we looked for the so-called “discursive topoi” as defined by Ruth Wodak
(1999). Wodak defined “discursive topoi” as a “core argument that appears in the talk of the
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actors” (Wodak 1999, cited from Topic & Vasiljevic, 2011, p. 4). In keeping with Wodak’s
emphasis on the dialectical relationship between discourses and specific fields of social ac-
tion, we locate the discourses identified within the social and institutional contexts within
which they are embedded (i.e. business/the market), therefore, the findings are analyzed
against the theoretical debates on engagement and empathy in PR as well as in the broader
literature on empathy. 

In the analysis, we focused on the Principles of Engagement section, and on empathy as
one of 19 elements of engagement. The reason for focusing on empathy only is that, apart
from defining 10 principles of engagement, the Document also defines 19 elements of engage-
ment by introducing terms such as “access”, “aesthetics”, “associations”, “belonging”, “de-
sire”, “empathy”, “enhancement”, “escape”, “escape”, “experience”, “herd behaviour”,
“integrity”, “intrigue”, “involvement”, “meaning”, “newness”, “pleasure”, “respect”, “shared
values”, and “social totems” (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014,
pp. 10-12). Each of these elements could be a subject of special analysis since they were an-
alyzed separately by scholars working in those fields, and this prevents detailed analysis of
each element in this paper due to the limited space. However, the Document makes reference
to the emotions and since empathy is a concept intertwined with emotions (Calloway-Thomas,
2010; Clark, 1997), we decided to conduct a discourse analysis of the 10 Principles of En-
gagement, and then an in-depth analysis of the Document understands of empathy. 

5. Findings

“The study of the reproduction of power and dominance through discourse is a primary
objective” as it is considered critical discourse analysis (van Dijk, 2008 p. 84). In this docu-
ment the overarching discourse of science pervades, framing engagement through claims to
specific expertise represented by a panel of three scholars (defined as “Methodology”) con-
tributing expert knowledge in anthropology, psychology, behavioral economics and neuro-
science (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. l5). The discourse
of science encompasses the visual design of the document, from a genetic structural diagram
on the front cover to the 19 elements of engagement (p. 9), which are represented through an
emulation of the periodic tables in chemistry. The rhetorical power of what may be termed
as popular scientific discourse could be said to legitimize the claims concerning the central
topic of engagement.

6. The Engagement Discourses

We identified two main discourses of so-called engagement, i.e. the discourse of a pas-
sive consumer and the discourse of consumers as impulsive buyers. These two discourses
form the core understanding of engagement as understood by The Science of Engagement
Document, and these two discourses appear as core arguments why companies should “en-
gage” in the way the Agency proposes. 
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6.1. The discourse of a passive consumer

The discourse of a passive consumer is strongly present in the Document through a vari-
ety of explanations the Agency offers about consumers. It appears that engagement is under-
stood through profit orientation and business growth, or stimulated purchase, which
corresponds with views of engagement in the early days when the concept was firstly intro-
duced (Kang, 2014). In addition, engagement is understood through emotional connections,
and this connection is particularly seen as present on social media:

Engagement requires an emotional connection between a brand or organisation and an individual. This
emotional connection leads to action, whether purchases, shares, Likes or Tweets, which are measured as par-
ticipation. Because engagement is relative, its intensity can be measured by the strength of an individual’s
connection or participation. (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 6).

Treating consumers as passive recipients of messages makes this definition diametrical-
ly opposite to the definition of engagement by PR scholars working in the field who state that
engagement is not an online conversation or online feedback sessions, but a continuous ef-
fort that comes from both sides and must be built on trust (Taylor & Kent, 2014). In addition,
engagement defined like this assumes digital media as the most crucial mean for engagement
(in any understanding), which goes directly opposite against the current media research show-
ing that even though digital media has risen, this rise does not undermine the importance of
the traditional media that remain strong in setting the agenda since the early days of commu-
nication research (Barnes et al., 2008; Breed, 1955; Dearing & Rogers, 1996; Hamilton, 2004;
Kim et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2005; Ofcom, 2014; McCombs, 2004; 2014; Messner & Watson-
Distaso, 2008; Manheim & Albritton, 1984; Roberts et al., 2002, Tan & Weaver, 2013; Weiss,
1974; Winter & Eyal, 1981). 

In addition, research shows that even though millions of people use digital media, it is still
only one part of the population that does so, usually the younger and better educated part, while
other members of societies still remain loyal to traditional media (Figenschou et al, 2015;
Ofcom, 2014; Salwen et al, 2005). Also, new digital media are quoting traditional media
much more than the other way around, which means that it is still the traditional media that
set the public agenda (Barnes et al., 2008; Breed, 1955; Dearing & Rogers, 1996; Hamilton,
2004; Kim et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2005; Ofcom, 2014; McCombs, 2004; 2014; Messner &
Watson Distaso, 2008; Manheim & Albritton, 1984; Roberts et al., 2002, Tan & Weaver, 2013;
Weiss, 1974; Winter & Eyal, 1981). Turning only to consumers who “engage” online actual-
ly means turning to a very specific part of the market, while ignoring others. 

It appears that the Agency is trying to re-position itself in the PR market in line with the
new trend of abandoning the Excellence theory of PR and turning towards engagement with-
out actually understanding what it means to engage (Taylor & Kent, 2014; 2002; Kang, 2014;
Bortree & Seltzer, 2009), and probably without even being aware of any PR theory or Me-
dia theory. The lack of understanding is particularly visible in additional elements of engage-
ment where consumers are treated as objects that need to be persuaded to engage, i.e. again
as passive recipients of communication messages. This is similar to the long abandoned hy-
podermic needle theory of communication effects of the mass media that treated audiences
as patients and media messages as drugs (Haralambos & Holborn, 2000; McCombs, 2004;
2014) as well as psychological theories of persuasive communication where people were seen
as easy targets for persuasion via media messages (Petty et al., 2009). For example, the doc-
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ument states that, “engagement is a finite resource, not an infinite commodity” (The Science
of Engagement, 2014, p. 6). In elaboration of this view, the document correctly states that peo-
ple’s attention is limited, which has been recognized in both PR and CSR work (Pederson,
2006). However, the document then continues by stating.

Brands must be realistic about what they demand from people and clear in communicating what people
can expect in return. Different environments pose different challenges for engagement – whether at home or
on-the-go, alone or with friends, at night or in the morning. Knowledge of these factors will help brands
identify the most relevant and opportune moments for engagement (The Science of Engagement, Canvas
8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 6, our emphasis). 

Nevertheless, the companies only need to capture attention and they will build engagement:

Like the special offer, communications can capture our attention. Shout loud enough and everyone will
look. Keep shouting and you may go unheard. Combining novel ways to capture attention with audience
resonance builds engagements. Next time, you won’t have to shout so loud (The Science of Engagement,
Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 7).

6.2. Consumers as impulsive buyers

Another discourse is the view of consumers as people who can easily be stimulated for
purchase based on their subconscious desires and needs for immediate rewards, which clear-
ly leads to impulsive behavior. For example:

Our brains process all decisions as potential rewards driven by two systems: what we want and what we
like. Our wanting system (System One) is driven by subconscious desires. These decisions we call our ‘gut
feelings’. They are mental short cuts–instinctive, impulsive and often related to immediate and primal re-
wards, such as a piece of chocolate or sex […] (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick,
2014, pp. 6-7).

Our brains have evolved to make snap decisions based on the anticipation of immediate reward. These
decisions are not always conscious–consider System One thinking. Communications’ call-to-action requires
a direct connection to the reward. Rewards that are perceived as immediate deliver higher engagement (The
Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 7).

The view of consumers as impulsive buyers is again in line with early research on en-
gagement based on cognitive aspects of consumer behavior (Johnston, 2014) and not the new
research taking in consideration engagement as a two-way process of communication built
on trust (Taylor & Kent, 2014) or even CSR Communication (Tench et al., 2014). 

The Science of Engagement Document also explains decisions to eat take away food and
watch the TV as a need coming from System One entirely ignoring, for example, the current
situation in the market where people work long hours on frustrating zero hour contracts, and
once when they return home they are unable to do anything else including cooking (see Bow-
man, 2015 and the discussion in the comments section). However the Document states this: 

People are often unaware of the reasons behind their decisions. When they pledge to get healthy, save
money or learn more, they are demonstrating System Two engagement. Later, when they are tired and grab
fast food before collapsing in front of the television, the primitive urge of System One takes over. People say
to themselves ‘I deserved it’, and that ‘tomorrow I’ll restart the diet’ (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/We-
ber Shandwick, 2014, pp. 6-7).
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Nevertheless, passive consumers apparently can be stimulated to engage with brands by
offering them rewards such as coupons and similar sales promotions:

Those seeking high engagement must offer a high reward. This can be a tangible reward, such as a vouch-
er, but can also be a softer, more long-term reward, such a sense of belonging, self-actualisation or status.
Softer rewards are adaptable, allowing audiences to serve their personal needs. This requires an understand-
ing of the common ground between the individual’s goals and the brand or organisation’s goals (The Science
of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 6). 

This again goes against views of scholars working in the field of engagement who said
that engagement must be a two-way communication built on trust and common goals, i.e. to
work together for the betterment of the community, and engagement is built on elements such
as primarily secondary research of culture and identifying the key publics, treating customers
as equal in building joint policies and community programmes and accepting their advice, act-
ing together, etc. (Taylor & Kent, 2014). But contrary to these views, The Science of Engage-
ment document enforces a view according to which companies only have to decide to engage
with customers, and this will be accomplished:

Engagement is not a light to be switched on or off within people. It shines all the time, varying in inten-
sity from person to person, time to time, and context to context. Whether brands choose to acknowledge it or
not matters less. How and when they choose to capitalise on the right types of engagement across various
channels and topics is the real issue (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 6).

If we put aside the PR theories, the views expressed in this document are also going against
all sociological theories emphasizing socialization and cultural values as crucial in our de-
velopment as social beings, and this has an influence over our purchase behavior. Even though
socialization is a process that lasts all life (Haralambos & Holborn, 2000) it still needs a ma-
jor effort to build trust and engagement, and the approach cannot be uniform. It seems, how-
ever, that the Agency still relies on understanding of engagement as it was present in the early
days when this term was introduced in debates on managing publics, i.e. engagement is ap-
parently understood as a means but not as an end to use Kant’s term, and as a way to achieve
consumer advocacy and loyalty (cf. Kang, 2014). The way the agency proposes to do this is
based on early understanding of engagement as a cognitive involvement that affects con-
sumer behaviour (Johnston, 2014). 

7. Empathy Discourse: Paradigm Shifts and Releasing Genies

Empathy is listed as one of the 19 elements of engagement in the Document. It is defined as:

The ability to relate to another person’s situation, feelings or experience is a fundamental human trait.
Empathy is a subconscious process that builds engagement. In science: understanding or observing some-
thing engages the same neural structures as actually doing it. In action: caring about a film or story’s pro-
tagonist (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 10)

Empathy is further expanded upon on page 16 when one of the experts, an anthropolo-
gist, Dr Grant McCracken, offers an “anthropological perspective”. The text follows:
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Empathy is hard-wired into the human species. It is creating what anthropologists refer to as ‘the death
of difference’. Not very long ago, people saw groups that were different from their own as being slightly alarm-
ing or strange and threatening. You could persuade them without much difficulty to demonise those groups.
Culture used to get in the way of people’s natural mirroring process or empathy. Younger people are now
thinking “Well, they’re not that different. No-one’s so different from me that I can’t imagine what their lives
are like; I can’t participate in their lives from a distance. (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber
Shandwick, 2014, p. 16).

Empathy discourse in this text frames empathy in a number of ways. The first discourse
is that it is a biological human trait, which also accords with the earlier definition in the “19
elements of engagement”. The phrases “hard-wired”, “natural mirroring process”, “funda-
mental human trait” and “neural structures” reinforce the idea that empathy is something that
people have or are naturally born with, thus fulfilling an individual, if rather limited, “con-
tainer” view of emotion which arises from psycho-biological theories (Yeomans, 2013). 

Very quickly, however, the discourse shifts: “it is creating […] the death of difference”
suggests that empathy is being put to use in some new way–to break down cultural barriers
between people. “Not very long ago” suggests that people were unable to use their natural
empathy, but now, they are able to. But, if empathy “is creating […] the death of difference”
now, why was it not doing this before, if indeed it is “hard-wired into the human species”?
Further on in the text, the meaning becomes clearer as the word “people” is qualified by
“younger”. This raises the question of why “younger people” are more empathic than other
generations who, we are told, allowed culture to “get in the way” and who could be persuad-
ed to “demonise” others? The text continues:

Now the ‘empathy genie’ has been let out of the bottle, and now it’s spreading everywhere. People are
using it for new purposes, as a kind of experiential vehicle. They use it to imagine what it would be like to
be a coffee grower in Guatemala. You can engage with people’s empathy. Empathy means that people will
follow you anywhere (The Science of Engagement, Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 16)

The reference to “genie” having been “let out of the bottle” is curious, suggesting that
something bad has been allowed to happen that is irreversible: “it’s spreading everywhere”.
And yet the suggested intention of the “genie” idiom is that something good has occurred as
a result of the genie’s release. The emphasis in this text is on the utility of empathy which is
being deployed “for new purposes”, by which we infer good purposes when we learn about
how people use empathy to imagine the life of a “coffee grower in Guatemala” (e.g. evoking
the image of Fairtrade). “You can engage with people’s empathy” and “empathy means that
people will follow you anywhere” suggests an instrumental orientation towards empathy, not
forgetting that emotion here is ultimately used within engagement discourse as a resource to
connect people to brands. From this text it is unclear why there has been a sudden release of
empathy among human beings, and how this has happened, and is there truly evidence of it
in the current world? 

The next paragraph, which refers to identification, identity and media consumption, once again
evokes the then (“we used to”) and now discourse, implying that something new is occurring
as a result of empathy, although again, we are not informed precisely why this is happening:

A wonderful English film critic recently said that in the old days we used to identify with the hero. Now,
we identify with everybody on the screen – the hero, the villain, the bit players – we are voracious in this
process of identification. So it’s an incredibly powerful piece of engagement, to give people an opportunity
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for identity exploration, for identity definition and identity manufacture (The Science of Engagement, Canvas
8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p.16).

The above text switches the discourse of empathy as “hard-wired” to empathy framed as
an interactional process. Indeed the reference to “this process of identification” in relating the
individual engaging with a cultural product–a film–brings in a socio-cultural understanding
of empathy as feeling that is produced through interactions between the self and other (Cal-
loway-Thomas, 2010). However, this identification process is ultimately put to individual use
as an identity project: “identity exploration”, “identity definition” and “identity manufac-
ture”. Furthermore, the rhetorical uses of “we”: “we identify with everybody on the screen”
and “we are voracious in this process of identification” makes claim to a societal shift, not
just a (younger) generational shift in media consumption. 

I think people are increasingly engaged by the idea that they are accomplishing some social good; they’re
still individuals, acting in a way that suits them and benefits them, but from that stems social good. Younger
consumers in particular want to break out of the prison of individualism. (The Science of Engagement, Canvas
8/Weber Shandwick, 2014, p. 16) 

The final paragraph is a discourse of defence: empathy here is not merely deployed to
help the individual to explore, define and produce, or re-make, their own identity–a self-iden-
tity project, but to serve a higher social purpose. Once again, “younger” people; this time
“younger consumers” are marked out as the people of particular interest. Breaking out of “the
prison of individualism” is a powerful metaphor used to demonstrate that young consumers
are not self-centred and self-serving but reaching out to achieve wider social goals.

8. Conclusion

From our analysis, it is obvious that the Agency relies on early understanding of engage-
ment as a cognitive behaviour based on instincts and persuasive communication, and not as
a concept of social communication that will be dependent on cultural and social differences,
individual approach, and trust. People are seen as impulsive and easily manipulated, and
clients only need to find the right way to stimulate them and they will give a “like” on Face-
book or re-tweet something, and that automatically means customers are engaged and pur-
chasing. In practice, it is very likely that liking or re-tweeting means nothing of the above,
or at least not with all customers and for all companies. 

The Document as The Science of Engagement claims to be scientific but it ignores find-
ings from social sciences and relies almost entirely on findings from cognitive science, albeit
even these findings are not referenced properly but rely merely on the three people who claim
to be the experts. There is no relying on communication, media, PR, CSR, or sociology and
findings and views from these disciplines, which is why this document does not offer a so-
cial understanding of engagement. 

In other words, the document seems passé because many companies are nowadays turn-
ing towards socially responsible and relevant campaigns that engage people in joint causes
and foster values of equality, diversity, address social problems such as obesity, etc. Exam-
ples of these campaigns are Always’ campaign #Like a Girl where the company tried to ex-
plain what it means to enforce stereotypes on young girls and how that affects growing up,
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or Morrison’s Let’s Grow Together where the company addressed concerns about obesity and
unhealthy living, to see that companies are trying to engage and build trust with customers.
Whether they are successful or not is another question, however, the attempt is apparent. On
the other hand, those companies that do not launch large campaigns to create dialogues have
turned to fostering social values and addressing changed social circumstances to appeal to their
target customers but again by refraining from persuasive advertising (e.g. Chanel’s campaign
The One That I Want, which approached single mothers who are trying to balance work and
private lives). 

In common with the contradictions and problems that we have already identified, in which
the consumer is positioned as passive, the discourse of empathy is also problematic. Rather than
discussed as a key principle in building (long-term) dialogue and trust (Kent & Taylor, 2002)
and to engage publics (Bruning, Dials, & Shirker, 2008), the empathy discourse in the Docu-
ment could be described as instrumental (Pedwell, 2012) and self-orientated (Coplan, 2011). 

In The Science of Engagement, the utilization of an empathy science discourse frames
empathy (through unsupported generalizations and claims) as a freely available human trait
or attribute, and thus a resource that can be captured and deployed to connect people, partic-
ularly young consumers, to brands through appealing to both their individualistic and social
concerns as part of identity formation. From this discourse, we have no indication as to why
there is more empathy leading to the “death of difference” (Canvas 8/Weber Shandwick,
2014, p. 16); indeed current world events would suggest the opposite is occurring: an “em-
pathy deficit” as coined by President Barack Obama (cf. Pedwell, 2012, p. 280). However,
our earlier analysis of engagement discourse and social media may provide some explana-
tion as to why younger people are perceived to be able to overcome cultural differences,
through empathy, better than older generations. This is compelling to brands because young
consumers as voracious social media users are positioned as a ready-made target for brands
to appeal to, using emotionally-charged communication strategies. 

It would seem, then, from The Science of Engagement, that empathy is another resource
that can be tapped into and released, just like the empathy app (Rutkin, 2015), to suit mar-
ket demands. We therefore concur with critics that the deployment of engagement and em-
pathy discourses within a business context must be problematized and critiqued to reveal their
true intentions. 
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Abstract

A space generally associated with marketers and breaking news (Hobsbawn, 2009 cited in Evans, Twom-
ey & Talan, 2011), Twitter has also become a space debate, community building and legitimization for compa-
nies and social movements alike. The academic literature has seen a rise in interest in the micro-blogging
platform. For instance, Adi and Moloney (2012) assess the strategic uses of Twitter by protest groups, Adi, Er-
ickson and Lilleker (2014) reflect on the networks and use pattern of the same platform by politicians, name-
ly UK Labor party representatives in the House of Lords while Adi and Grigore (2015) analyze the strategic
uses of social media by corporations. Bajpai and Jaiswal (2011) on the other hand propose a framework for an-
alyzing collective action events on Twitter and so do the creators behind visual analysis platforms like NodeXL,
Gephi, Linkurious and Socioviz. Public Relations research too has provided several reflections and analyses of
Twitter. Verhoeven et al (2012) and Sweetsner and Kelleher discuss how practitioners use social media; Love-
joy, Waters and Saxton evaluate how NGO are engaging stakeholders though the new medium, while Saffer,
Sommerfeldt and Taylor (2013) suggest that Twitter interactivity influences the quality of organization–public
relationships. With questions about the professionalization of Public Relations as well as about the portrayals
and perceptions of the profession continuing to intrigue researchers, it is surprising that only Xifra and Grau
(2010) looked into the type of information shared in tweets about public relations. Using the Twitter data col-
lection and analysis option from Socioviz this paper provides an exploratory account of the #publicrelations on
Twitter. Using the visualizations provided by the platform and automated data analysis to gain insight into over
10,000 tweets published during June 15-24 and July 15-24, this paper qualitatively assesses the emerging themes
about public relations focusing on association of hashtags and type of messages shared and identifies the most
active and most influential users within the issue topic. The paper reveals that the #publicrelations is often as-
sociated with #jobs or is hijacked and associated with tags such as #gossip or #entertainment. The paper also
shows that conversation in the #publicrelations issue network is limited and that the hashtag only partially in-
cludes content relevant to the practice. In doing so the paper raises important questions about the nature of di-
alogue and symmetry on social media and their assessment and suggests that further research should explore
twitter chats as well as continue to apply similar data collection methods as used for the study. 

Keywords: Social media, Twitter, network analysis, exploratory study, content analysis 

1. Twitter fascination

A space generally associated with marketers and breaking news, Twitter has also become
a space for community building and legitimization for companies and social movements alike.
Currently the 12th most popular social media platform worldwide (Statista.com, 2014), Twit-
ter appeals to a younger, professional and college-educated demographic, the service record-
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ing according to Duggan et al (2014) “significant increases among a number of demograph-
ic groups: men, whites, those ages 65 and older, those who live in households with an annu-
al household income of $50,000 or more, college graduates, and urbanite”. The academic
literature too has seen a rise in interest in the micro-blogging platform with political commu-
nication, activist communication, public relations, marketing, and journalism researchers ex-
ploring its uses, influences and effects. 

For instance, Adi (2015) and Adi and Moloney (2012) assess the strategic uses of Twitter
by Occupy groups concluding that social movements need, beyond clear and focused mes-
sages and robust strategic communication planning and execution, both scale and a support-
ive communities. A similar interest in Occupy’s use of social media is also shared by Juris
(2012) whose article focuses on the logics of aggregation. Speaking of social movements,
Giroux (2014) examines ISIS and its online “spectacle of terrorism”. In discussing the wider
use of social media as a place where a new conception of politics is formed, Giroux also
touches upon Twitter’s role in enhacing the visibility and gaining support for ISIS and the or-
ganization of “personal and public structures of attention”. A framework for analyzing col-
lective action events on Twitter is proposed by Bajpai and Jaiswal (2011) and so do the creators
behind visual analysis platforms like NodeXL, Gephi, Linkurious and Socioviz.

Still on the subject of political communication, Lilleker et al. (2015) indicate that politi-
cal parties take the online environment seriously as a campaign tool, adopting social and dig-
ital media platforms to gain more followers and increase visibility and support for their
campaigns (Jackson & Lilleker, 2009). In the context of the permanent campaign however,
and the politicians’ need and ability to connect with their constituents outside and in between
campaign times, the analysis of the network structures and social media use of UK Labor
party representatives in the House of Lords carried out by Adi, Erickson and Lilleker (2014)
shows the big disconnect between the well maintained and trained campaign machine and the
mixed professional and personal communication of politicians. 

Public relations, CSR and marketing communications and their social media applications
and implications are also of interest for researchers. In their discussion about how practition-
ers use social media, Verhoeven et al. (2012) and Sweetsner and Kelleher (2011) argue that
digital communication and social media are perceived to have grown in importance in the me-
dia mix, especially in the view of European organizations. This is also echoed by Evans,
Twomey and Talan (2011) and Distaso, McCorkindale and Wright (2011). More specifical-
ly, Evans et al.’s interviews with executive-level public relations professionals reveal that ex-
ecutives believe that Twitter offers a unique form of communication and a valuable asset to
a campaign social media strategy.

Distaso, McCorkindale and Wright’s interviewees on the other hand also acknowledge
the value of the insights accessed through direct or indirect social media participation. Although
perceived as important, Distaso, McCorkindale and Wright (2011) interviewees also point
out to numerous challenges that social media poses to communicators including lack of con-
trol of information, criticism, false information, potentially embarrassing employee behav-
ior. Taking into account that only about a third of the organizations studied by Verhoeven et
al. (2012) have social media policies in place, this potentially alludes to a wider discrepancy
between the perceived importance of social media channels and the skills and training oppor-
tunities practitioners have, which in practice is seen through the either uncoordinated and ad-
hoc approaches to social media by some organizations, or through the continuation of one-way
communications (Adi & Grigore, 2015). In the case of Pfizer, although the Twitter channel
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is brand consistent and the messages shares are integrated within the company’s general val-
ues and propositions, the channel is a true mouth-piece of the organization, an un-engaging
and self-centered presence.

Many NGOs are not doing better than corporations either. Perceived to be more flexible
and with enhanced access to agile teams, the studies undertaken by Waters and Jamal (2011)
and Lovejoy, Waters and Saxton (2012) evaluating how NGOs are engaging stakeholders
though the new medium provide insights that contradict these assumptions and expectations.
While using different models and methodologies, their conclusions are very similar: instead
of using Twitter to maximize stakeholder engagement, the nonprofits “continue to use social
media as a one-way communication channel, as less than 20% of their total tweets demon-
strate conversations and roughly 16% demonstrate indirect connections to specific users”
(Lovejoy, Waters & Saxton, 2012, p.1). An exception is perhaps the American Red Cross; the
study carried out by Briones et al. (2011) based on interviews with forty individuals work-
ing for the NGO suggest that the organization is practicing public relations through social me-
dia achieving two-way dialogue with younger constituents, the media and the wider community
using channels like Twitter and Facebook. 

Twitter is an appealing channel for communicators (whether political, from NGOs or else-
where) yet differences between its perceived importance, its adoption and its effective use be-
ing noted. Twitter however is also a space for debate and discussion, with both opposing and
supporting voices converging on the platform. Jürgens’ (2012) work focused on social me-
dia communities and their integration of digital methods shows that users leave digital traces
which enable other users and researchers alike to detect community dynamics. This suggests
that the content users post can record the rise and fall of topics of interest, the tags used en-
abling the access to these records. 

Perhaps the most insightful in this respect is Twitter’s hashtagging. Defined by Chang
(2010) as a “bottom-up user proposed tagging convention” that “embodies user participation
in the process of hashtag innovation, especially as it pertains to information organization
tasks” (p.1), Twitter hashtags enable users to link as well as tap into broader yet theme or top-
ic-focused conversations. By joining either live conversations such as Twitter chats or con-
tributing to issue focused hashtags, the practice enables the emergence and formation of issue
publics (Highfield, 2012). Cook et al. (2013) argue that Twitter chats, “periodic, synchro-
nized group conversations focused on specific topics” (p. 1) are an unintended use of the plat-
form. Their analysis of 1.4K group chats involving 2.3 million users indicates „the grassroots
nature of these organized groups demarcates a subset of Twitter containing passionate users
producing seemingly higher quality tweets” (p. 10). Budak and Agrawal (2013) start from the
„five major factors that affect the participation of a person in a group: individual initiative,
group characteristics, perceived receptivity, linguistic affinity, and geographic proximity” (p.
165). In looking at thirty Twitter educational chats recorded over a two year period, the au-
thors reveal that Twitter chats share similarities with traditional groups, social inclusion and
linguisting similarity being among the factors that influence most their dynamics. While al-
so confirming the community building value of these chats, the authors do show however
that for educational chats it is their informational support that is more important. 

Current research has explored issue publics formed around specific events and their dis-
courses and the emotions they convey. Equally, the little research carried around Twitter hash-
tag/issue chats, as shown above, focused either on the mechanics of the information
transmission process or on the factors influencing diffusion of information or group cohesion.
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There is a need therefore to focus more into hashtag discourses, and in particular on profes-
sional hashtag discourses as a means of understanding the issues of concern of professionals
as well as to identify their influencers and contributors. 

2. Perceptions of public relations 

Public relations have a contested history and, arguably, a continuously contested image,
its function within organizations as well as role in society being often discussed by profes-
sionals and academics alike. Authors like Rampton and Stauber (1995) and Miller and Dinan
(2008) focus on the negative aspects of the practice, both current and historical, criticizing
PR’s association and representation of big corporations accusing it of spin, lack of ethics,
propaganda and manipulation. Public relations professionals are therefore propagandists, spin
doctors, liars and manipulators. Coombs and Holladay (2007) on the other hand, invite a more
distant analysis of the profession that considers aspects of power and societal impact. In their
view, PR practitioners are at the confluence of business and stakeholder needs with a diffi-
cult task of enabling dialogue and collaboration between the two. A similar approach is also
taken by Solis and Breakenridge (2009) who, in speaking about the role social media play in
changing current PR practices, launch a call for a more strategic, structured, critical and re-
alistic approach to what PR practitioners can achieve. These, from a theoretical perspective
are further revisited, in Grunig and Grunigs’s (2008) excellence theory, Kent and Taylor’s
(2002) dialogical critique of public relations or Zerfass’ (2008) integrated communication
and communication controlling perspectives. 

Public relations is also represented in popular culture and media, a wide range of represen-
tations including those referred to by Miller & Dinan (2008) as well as by Coombs and Hol-
laday (2007) being found. Some of these images are for instance echoed on the big screen;
movies like “Thank You for Smoking”, “Wag the dog” and “Phone booth” portraying in par-
ticular the generally negative stereotypes associated with the profession. This is also confirmed
by Saltzmar (2011) and Kinsky (2011) who focus in their studies on portrayals of PR practi-
tioners in television and movies. Their findings indicate that the portrayals of public relations
– both practitioners and the practice – are by far more negative in movies than on the small
screen. Similar negative stereotypes are also echoed by journalists, Spicer’s (2009) analysis
of media reports containing the term public relations “revealing seven different connotative
themes or definitions: distraction, disaster, challenge, hype, merely, war, and schmooze. In
over 80% of the cases, the journalist used the terms in a negatively embedded context”.

As a response to these critiques, Grunig (2000) suggests that for PR to gain recognition as
a profession it needs professional norms and an intellectual tradition that would accompany
an established body of knowledge, this besides a set of professional values. Some of these
norms are currently inscribed in codes of ethics or codes of conduct (CIPR; IPRA, 2011; PRSA)
and their impact is often discussed by academics and professionals alike (Farrell, Cobbin and
Farrell, 2002; Fitzpatrick, 2002; Long & Driscoll, 2008; Wood, 2000). The question however
is whether these norms, principles and values are an integral part of the practitioners’ current
and general discussions about the profession and not only codified in normative documents.
Research like the one undertaken by Xifra and Grau (2010) would suggest that this is the case,
however only to a smaller extent. Their content analysis of 653 tweets comprising keywords
like “public relations” and “pr” reveals that most almost a third of the tweet collected include
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announcements, reviews, agenda and retweets followed by an attempted dialogue with the
community. Tweets were also labor introspective, offering general information on the public
relations sector, academic introspective, practice, research and press releases, which one could
argue provide a reflection of professional values, processes and functions. They conclude that
Twitter is a “medium of more professional use than a platform which favors the theoretical de-
velopment of the field” (…) the platform being “ a good tool for disseminating information
about experiences, case studies, ideas and theoretical approaches” (p. 173). 

There is therefore a need to further explore Twitter conversations and messages about the
profession. This study, continuing on the theme explored by Xifra and Grau (2010), will as-
sess the discourses, influencers and conversation drivers around the #publicrelations hashtag. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Methodological approach and data collection

This paper uses an exploratory approach combining automated online data collection with
qualitative observation. Qualifying into the wider digital humanities tradition, this paper us-
es two free, online platforms (Socioviz and Foller.me) to collect data and gain some insight
into its meaning through the visualizations or automated analyses provided. Socioviz1 en-
ables data collection of up to 5,000 tweets per search and automatic reporting on the top ten
most frequent hashtags, the top ten most active accounts and the top ten most influential ac-
counts (understood as account re-tweeted the most often) while Foller.me provides an activ-
ity summary of any public Twitter account based on its most recent 100 tweets. The Foller.me
analysis includes the accounts mentioned most often, the most used hashtags, the links and
domains shared the most together with information on the joining data, time zone, number
of followers and following, followers ratio for the account. Foller.me also provides a sum-
mary of the accounts activity reporting the number of tweets with mentions, replies, hashtags,
links and media within the dataset of 100 tweets collected. 

While Foller.me has been used in research before and most recently by Adi and Moloney
(2012), and Adi (2015) in their analyses of Occupy and by Adi and Grigore (2015) in their
analysis of Pfizer’s use of social media in Europe, Socioviz currently unknown to social sci-
ences and communication research, the only one paper so far using platform and discussing
its benefits being published in computing journal (Anoop, Asharaf, & Alessandro, 2015). 

Unlike Xifra and Grau (2010) who aggregated their Twitter data by collecting four waves
of 100 tweets that included “public relations” or “PR” as keywords at four different times and
clustered them around emerging themes, this paper relies on a much bigger corpus of data:
10,000 tweets that included the #publicrelations hashtag (the platform scrapes a maximum
of 5,000 tweets on each search) in two equivalent weeks of two consecutive months (June
15-24 and July 15-24, 2015).

3.2. Data analysis 

Besides the automatic data reporting (of top hashtags, most active users and most influ-
ential users), Socioviz also includes two visualization options of the data scraped, one enabling
for the accounts network and the other for the hashtags network. This enables the observa-
tion of network dynamics and the connections either at user or at concept level. These visu-
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alizations together with the tables automatically generated by the platform were used as en-
try points back into the data. This means that the database of tweets was then searched for
the top hashtags in order to extract the tweets containing them and observe their format, top-
ic shared and, where relevant and necessary, the tone. The tables featuring the most active
and most influential accounts too were used as entry points, each account in the list being then
submitted to an additional Foller.me check on August 5, 2015, enabling thus the observation
of its communication, interaction and sharing patterns. 

As the corpus of data analyzed is small compared to the entire corpus of data collected,
this paper is exploratory in nature, focused as much on testing the methodology of data col-
lection and analysis as on the identification of emerging patterns (of conversation, of dis-
course, of themes). 

4. Spamming PR & Job hunting 

The hashtags used the most in conjunction with #public relations are #pr, #socialmedia.
Similar interest, concerns and discussions about social media are also reflected by many prac-
titioner surveys including the European Communication Monitor (Zerfass et al, 2015), The
Latin American Communication Monitor (Moreno et al, 2015) or CIPR’s State of the Profes-
sion (2015) as well as Solis and Breakenridge (2012). This also confirms Jürgen’s (2012)
findings according to which hashtags record and trace the rise and fall of current topic/issue
interests within a network. 

When #pr and #publicrelations are used in tandem, the tweets generally include tips, links
and best practice questions and examples. This is in line with Xifra and Grau’s (2010) find-
ings about public relations conversations on Twitter being labor introspective, offering gen-
eral information on the public relations sector and practice. Additionally, the balanced mixture
between RTs and tweets comprising the two hashtags would suggest that the messages shared
are consumed and considered valuable to share, however very few, if any at all, lead to con-
versations. 

RT @theallyest: Malaysia Airlines: Hardest #PR Job Jackie Crossman Has Ever Done http://t.co/e8IrW
w3nXz #PublicRelations (@tanvin194, June 24, 2015)

Media Pitching Do and Dont’s http://t.co/HvrLN3xBGc #PR #publicrelations (@emilyahills, June 24, 2015)

How to measure the value and importance of #PR for your business #PublicRelations @EverythingPR
http://t.co/Pr1V6ElfUh (@EverythingPR, June 23, 2015)

RT @AneelaRosePR: How to write ‘tweetable’ press release headlines – http://t.co/je17bvLZLC #PR
#PublicRelations http://t.co/kPSI7Z7PeF (@getrefined, July 24, 2015)

Some tweets containing the #pr and #publicrelations tags also include #jobs. In fact, job
related hashtags (#jobs, #job, #getalljobs) represent circa 15% of the tweets collected, their
position however being different during the two data collection periods: #jobs for instance
occupies the fourth position in the top 10 of most used hashtags in the tweets collected in June
but is only on the sixth position in July. Most of the jobs advertised are based in North Amer-
ica ranging from advisory to management roles and from promotions to corporate commu-
nications. From this perspective, Twitter is used as a recruitment tool by organizations of any
kind, something that Xifra and Grau’s (2010) study did not feature. Although no conversa-
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tions or Twitter-based interviews were found in the dataset, it could be said that communica-
tors find the platform to be supportive for recruitment as well as a good monitoring tool for
the interested candidates. Perhaps what is the most interesting here is the number and diver-
sity of the positions posted as well as their geographical spread. While this confirms that the
#publicrelations is a mostly English and North-American topic hashtag, the abundance of
tweets featuring job openings suggesting the existence of a thirving, competitive, dynamic
and perhaps volatile market. This also indicates a stark difference between Grunig’s (2008)
normative model of symmetrical communication, and the industry focus and continued pref-
erence for positions better fitting the publicity and public information models; positions like
events manager and promotions are among the most frequent. A higher frequency of such po-
sitions being advertised could also potentially lead to the perpetuation of the professional
misrepresentations of the PR profession and PR practitioners discussed earlier (Miller & Di-
nan, 2008; Rampton & Stauber, 1995; Spicer, 2009). 

Other hashtags associated with public relations include #marketing, #webdesign, #mod-
el, #promotion, #gossip (place nine in both June and July) and #publicity (place four in Ju-
ly). As with the job opening tweets these too include potentially misleading associations. The
association with #promotion and #publicity reduces the PR practice to sensationalism, hype
and schmoozing, something also encountered in Spicer’s (2009) journalistic portrayals to PR.

The association of marketing and public relations, on the other hand, while recognizing
the shared tools and tactics, would also posit PR in the 4P, including it into the wider mar-
keting and bottom-line focused practices and thus diminishing its contribution to promotion. 

For instance, marketing and public relations are used in the same tweets of marketing
agencies promoting their services or in messages generally about content marketing or digi-
tal marketing. These messages are unidirectional and promotional. By including multiple
hashtags often from different yet related disciplines these messages present an attempt to
reach out to audiences that are as wide as possible. However, by doing so, these messages
are borderline-spam and impersonal. Similar characteristics are also displayed by tweets in-
cluding #promotion or #publicity.

3 Important Benefits of Digital Public Relations (Infographic) http://t.co/ehT24WJdKf
#PublicRelations #PR #DigitalMarketing #SEO (@Buzz_Nitro, June 23, 2015).
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Figure 1. Top # associated with #publicrelations during June 15-24, 2015. Collected via
Socioviz.

Figure 2. Top # associated with #publicrelations during July 15-24, 2015. Collected via
Socioviz.

Follow my new account for #digitalmarketing #technology #publicrelations and #internationaltidbits
https://t.co/l7n0uhQyY1 (@blonde_rays, July 23, 2015)

Want upward success? Call us 631.761.9223 #BluChipMarketing #socialmedia #success #publicrela-
tions #media #advertising http://t.co/gXBr2N7spw (@BluChipMrktng, July 23, 2015)

#Promotion #Growthhacking #Marketing #Seo #PublicRelations #Worlwide #Exposure #Music #Super
#Viral (@RealRizzReed, July 22, 2015)

Contact Us @MeekMill We Can Strategize This Publicity Stunt Properly !! :) #PR #PUBLICRELA-
TIONS #DAMAGECONTROL #MEEKMILL (@MidoriStarMedia, July 22, 2015)
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With regards to #gossip, the messages are highly consistent and with high frequency: 4-6
posts with the tag being recorded almost every hour. They always include the same three hash-
tags (#socialmedia #publicrelations #gossip) and share the same anatomy: the beginning of a
sentence followed by a link which connects, in fact, to an automated post. They are all focused
on celebrities and entertainment, with the Kardashian family competing in frequency of men-
tions with Start Wars in the June dataset. In July, other favorites emerge, many related to sports,
mirroring the trends and interests and calendars of celebrity and entertainment media. 

Kim Kardashian – Meet … http://t.co/UnjHJ2R6NF #socialmedia #publicrelations #gossip |
https://t.co/4LgokrTL4i http://t.co/rRCjpAAAWN (@CSchwarz17, June 24, 2015)

Magic Johnson’s Mega-Ya… http://t.co/Z284VcJDs5 #socialmedia #publicrelations #gossip |
https://t.co/4LgokrTL4i http://t.co/wr29kMQ0Lh (@CSchwarz17, July 23, 2015)

KKK Rally Gets Trolled … http://t.co/Ex5xshrngE #socialmedia #publicrelations #gossip |
https://t.co/4LgokrTL4i http://t.co/i0b3FebF8p (@CSchwarz17, July 21, 2015)

All messages are generated by a single account, @CSchwarz17, an account with no bio
and no further details except for a black and white photograph of its owner hiding behind sun-
glasses. Behind the anonymity of an RSS feed automated account, lies the second most pro-
lific contributor to the #publicrelations twitter chatter. 

Out of the content shared around the #publicrelations hashtag, less than a third2 is relat-
ed to information exchange about the profession; if the issue tag is not hijacked or infiltrat-
ed by other user groups that are not related to the profession, the other messages most
frequently shared are about job openings. Structure-wise, the messages display all the types
of communications that Twitter enables – from simple, one-way messages, to RTs, mentions
and replies. In the entire data ecosystem however, the conversations are the least frequent.
We reach a paradox: an environment that is praised for its connectivity and ability to enhance
dialogue and symmetry displays as its most common practice communication that is one-way
(one-to-many), self-focused, shouting-in-the-dark type. 

5. Pushers, spammers, talkers, influentials 

While identification of topics and themes related to #publicrelations reveals potential chal-
lenges to the portrayal of the profession, all these messages have sources that can be identi-
fied. Socioviz in this case makes a difference between influentials (accounts receive the highest
numbers of mentions and/or RTs) and active accounts, the latter having a higher frequency
of postings. This difference is also seen in network analysis, a concept on which Socioviz is
based, where hubs are vertices (or nodes) that bring higher connectivity to the network. Clear-
ly, the in the case of issue topics and hashtag chats, the people who are referred to the most
play a more important role in biding the network than those sharing content. The influential
account in this case would be acknowledged for their contribution while active users will be
driving the sharing of particular hashtag associations. Figures 3 and 4 show the top influen-
tial and most active users for the June and July datasets.
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Figure 3. #publicrelations most active and most influential users in June 2015 (data col-
lected via Socioviz.net during 15-24 of June, 2015)

Figure 4. #publicrelations most active and most influential users in July 2015 (data col-
lected via Socioviz.net during 15-24 of July, 2015)

@Getpubrelatjobs is the most prolific sharer of content, followed by @CSchwarz17 and
@bulldogreporter, the three accounts maintaining their positions in both datasets. Although
they all publish content often, @getpubreljobs and @CSchwartz17 are the promoters of the
#jobs, respectively #gossip hashtags. Their content is generally automated and is hardly ever
shared. Like with the hashtags they promote, the most active users gain visibility through
their sharing yet they have little impact and drive no conversations. This however, might be
their desired outcome.

Compared to them, @bulldogreporter has a wider topic network which is also shared fur-
ther, a quarter of its messages being RTed. 
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RT @BulldogReporter: BMW Leads All Companies in #CorporateReputation, Unseating Disney, Google
@Reputation_Inst http://t.co/prCCf49Tlu #PR …(@KarlJamesPR, June 20, 2015) 

This is also the case of all the other influential accounts, a more careful look into the da-
ta revealing that these accounts gain their influential status solely because their tweets are
retweeted. Perhaps the most successful at this practice is @managerialmag, a UK-based “bi-
monthly magazine for senior managers” whose sponsored ad for a free business consultation
was RTed more than 500 times:

SPONSORED AD: Get FREE PR Business Consultation #PR #PublicRelations #SocialMedia #Public-
ity http://t.co/CHuSka6TpP http://t.co/JFsny2WeN3 (@managerialmag, July 21, 2015)

As a sponsored post, the message is perhaps even more interesting as it includes a com-
bination of paid media shared over an owned media channel.

The performance is replicated by @ShujaRabbani, a Dubai-based and self-described
“Writer, speaker & commentator of all things Afghanistan. Electronic Dance Music Produc-
er”. His statement-post received more than 260 RTs. 

RT @ShujaRabbani: I’m no publicist, much less a public relations person, but over the last 48-hours I’ve
learned a lot. #publicrelations (@rGavityCycles, July 22, 2015) 

Similar thoughts of wisdom and strong displays of a personal brand are seen in the tweets of
@JotoPR, or Karla Jo Helms, „CEO of JoTo PR – PR services for Healthcare, Finance & IT”: 

A good PR campaign is essential to the growth of your business. Karla Jo Helms #PR #publicrelations
(@JoToPR, June 17, 2015)

Public relations is all about knowing how to reach out to the public to establish your credibility. ~ Kar-
la Jo Helms #PR #publicrelations ((@JoToPR, June 17, 2015)

@jeffbullas, „#1 Content Marketing Influencer,Social Media Marketing Strategist & Speak-
er,Forbes Top 10 Social Media Influencer,Huffington Top 100 Business Twitter Accts” and
@jose_garde, „#MarketingDigital #SocialMedia, #PersonalBranding #SEO, #Management,
#Marketing, #Sales, #Strategy. Conviction, Determination are keys to achieving success” on
the other hand focus more on tips and tricks of the trade: 

RT jeffbullas: Should #PublicRelations Claim Control of #ContentMarketing? http://t.co/MKFDfJ961W
#PR #thoughtleadership #socialmediamark…(@whissocialmedia, June 18, 2015) 

RT @jeffbullas: 50 Surprising Tips for Getting Attention in Mass Media http://t.co/Tw705ddyvC #Pub-
licrelations #PR #Marketing #marketingtips (@samyOneKenobi, July 21, 2915)

jeffbullas: How to Shield Your #Brands Social Reputation http://t.co/3OGNRFNA3d #SocialMedia #PR
#PublicRelations (@abhigyan2014, July 19, 2015)

RT @jose_garde: 3 Ways To Make News For Your Business – http://t.co/dlX2cGHXnj #PublicRelations
#Marketing (@jjlakosta, June 23, 2015)

What these influential accounts also have in common are wider follower networks, a high
posting frequency, and a high use of tweets with #hashtags and media. In comparison with
the most active accounts whose tweets only include hashtags and links (see @Cschwartz17
and @GetPubRelatJobs), most of the influential accounts have high numbers of tweets with
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mentions and relatively low numbers of tweets with replies. In Twitter-speak, a mention is
the first to happen; it is a proactive call for attention. It can be interpreted as a initiation of a
conversation, a call for support, as an acknowledgement of a source or a direct way of tar-
getting information. A reply on the other hand is reactive, is a response to a mention or to a
simple tweet. All influentials with exception of @giusy_cantone just mention people but hard-
ly ever reply. Moreover, only a half of them would retweet yet, as this data shows, their in-
fluential status comes from being retweeted. So influentials are good at pointing out sources,
recognizing contributions or calling for attention but avoid repeating what others are saying.
This is, in itself, rather paradoxical, as all the sharing and mentioning activities are partly
supported by repetition of information that is to be found elsewhere. This could reveal that
influentials get their news and content from outside of Twitter and their influence results of
their content scouting capacities. 

On the other hand, taking into consideration the unclear interpretation of the value and
meaning of a retweet – whether supportive, endorsement, agreement or simple sharing of in-
formation while aknowleding the source – the lack of retweets from the influentials messages
could be perhaps explained. Moreover, automation and planning of messages (sometime with
the aid of content aggeration platforms) also makes retweets less likely to be featured in a
user’s mix. 

Table 1 provides a summary of the activity of the top most influential accounts using #publ
icrelations.

Table 1. Top Influentials and most active on #publicrelations. Data captured with Foller.me
on August 5, 2015.

6. Conversation is dead. Repetition and parallel talk rule Twitter

Twitter is indeed a platform for information dissemination, as Xifra and Grau (2010) point
out in the conclusions of their study; all the tweets in this study include information that is dis-
seminated – sometimes for the first time, oftentimes however reiterated, repeated and repack-
aged. However, unlike the expectations or the promises for dialogue and two-way symmetrical
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Account ID
Year
created

Tweets Followers Replies
Tweets
with
@mentions 

Tweets
with #

Retweets
by the
account

Tweets
with
links

Tweets
with
media

@bulldogreporter 2008 27,192 11,283 1/100 97/100 93/100 36/100 99/100 32/100

@CSchwartz17 2014 11,386 171 0/100 0/100 100/100 0/100 100/100 86/100

@GetPubRelatJobs 2008 42,565 11,950 0/100 0/100 100/100 0/100 100/100 0/100

@giusy_cantone 2011 14,229 927 79/100 81/100 88/100 0/100 6/100 90/100

@jeffbullas 2008 223,238 374,171 6/100 10/100 89/100 0/100 100/100 16/100

@jose_garde 2014 66,722 16,441 4/100 12/100 91/100 6/100 96/100 0/100

@KirklandReader 2011 55,008 2,668 2/92 73/92 74/92 59/92 44/92 30/92

@managerialmag 2015 2,366 114,784 1/100 80/100 77/100 47/100 16/100 11/100

@PRdaily 2009 23,483 80,891 0/100 31/100 42/100 29/100 64/100 21/100

@ShujaRabbani 2011 29,291 2,003 8/100 60/100 31/100 28/100 66/100 17/100
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communication on social media in general and Twitter in particular, the content shared around
the #publicrelations hashtag is often unilateral, promotional, and self-interested. 

The absence of direct evidence that the messages shared are the result of analysis, feed-
back and followers’ interests and needs, the messages thus shared about #publicrelations are
fitting mostly the earlier stages of Grunig’s models of public relations such as public infor-
mation or two-way asymmetrical communication. Twitter is therefore not a conversational,
two-way symmetrical platform, at least not when it comes to information exchanged and
shared about #publicrelations.

This is further supported by the fact that the most active accounts, as this paper has shown,
gain their visibility due to the sheer amount of information that they share. The most influ-
ential accounts too are heavily relying on repetition of information; however, the major dif-
ference here is that their content is sourced outside of Twitter. Their tweets are not
conversational either, in the sense that they do not spark discussion and debate even if at
times some might adopt a conversational tone. When it comes to general discussions about
#publicrelations, repetition and parallel talk are the most common practices. 

Instead of contributing strongly to the advancement of the profession, its standards or its
associated research, the wider majority of the #publicrelations tweets are either focused on
job hunting or include other hashtags that associate the practice with publicity, gossip, enter-
tainment or marketing. This, on the one hand, could confirm yet again Jürgen’s (2012) find-
ings; that users leave digital traces that enable other users and researchers alike to detect
community dynamics. This is certainly true both for #gossip, which captures the volatility of
the entertainment industry focus and its trends, as well as for #jobs capturing the current mar-
ket demands, including skills (SEO, SEM, content management, and storytelling). On the
other hand, however, this could also deepen the misconceptions about the profession and fur-
ther question its legitimacy and role, something that Spicer’s (2009) alluded to and do did
Miller and Dinan (2008) and Rampton and Stauber (1995). 

This paper has aimed to identify the themes, practices and influencers sharing messages
about public relations on Twitter using the #publicrelations hashtag. In doing so, it has used
two collection dates in June and July 2015 and analyzed 10,000 tweets in a novel and inno-
vative exploratory manner combining social media data scarping and analysis free tools with
qualitative assessment of discourse and observation of behavioral patterns displayed by ac-
tive and influential social media users. It has shown that conversation is limited and that the
hashtag only partially included content relevant to the practice. 

This is echoing Adams and McCorkindale´s (2013) US 2012 presidential candidates’ us-
es of Twitter study results, “revealing that political candidates are not using Twitter to create
meaningful dialogue with their constituents” (p. 359). A lack of ability to create or maintain
dialogue is also observed by Waters and Williams (2011) in their study of government agen-
cies communication on Twitter as well as by Adi and Moloney (2012) and Adi (2015) in their
studies of Occupy. Much wider questions about whether dialogue is possible on Twitter re-
sult thus from here and, more importantly, a need to revisit the definition of dialogue and
symmetry in the case of social media. Kent and Taylor´s (2002) proposed framework for as-
sessing the potential for dialogue for public relations based on propinquity, mutuality, empa-
thy, commitment, and risk provides a very detailed conceptualization of the elements needed
for dialogue to happen. Equally insightful is Theunissen and Noordin`s (2012) review of the
concept of dialogue in public relations together with its features and assumptions however,
it too remains normative in its nature, focusing mostly on what the communicators should do
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and on the potential for dialogue that social media presents. Kent´s (2013) later essay on the
value of dialogue and the role of public relations in reviving democracy shares those same
characteristics. Perhaps closer to an assessment of dialogical features on social media, and
therefore a new definition of the concept of dialogue that is fit for these new, social and tech-
nical environments, is Rybalko and Seltzer’s (2010) adaptation to Twitter of Kent and Tay-
lor’s (1998) dialogical principles for the world wide web: “ease of interface (how easy is the
website to navigate?), conservation of visitors (does the site contain features that encourage
a visitor to stay on the site?), generation of return visits (does the site contain features that
encourage visitors to make repeat visits to the site?), providing useful information(does the
site contain content tailored to the specific needs of the sponsoring organization’s stakehold-
ers?), and dialogic loop (does the site feature mechanisms for visitors to ask questions and
receive feedback from the sponsoring organization?)”.

Needless to say, there is a need for further research to continue to explore public discours-
es on Twitter and extend the analysis from user uses and discourses, to issue topics like this
paper has explored and to Twitter chats like #prprochat, #pr20chat, #journchat, #measurepr and
#prstudchat, arguably the most conversational of all the features currently available on the
platform. Moreover, there is a need to continue to use innovative methods of data collection
and analysis, enabling thus researchers to analyze social media phenomena and reflect upon
their findings. More importantly however, there is a need for future research to revive the dis-
cussion about dialogue and symmetry on social media and the conceptual and theoretical as-
sumptions they include as well as to move beyond advice of what communicators should do
and into developing an applicable assessment framework for dialogue on social media. 

Notes

1 Socioviz.net is a Java-based platform importing public data from Twitter and visualizing it with a Gephi
embed. 

2 Considering that the #pr hashtag represents around 32% of the total tweets recorded in the June dataset,
respectively 36% in the July dataset and that not all #pr tweets also include #publicrelations, it is safe to as-
sume that the percentage of tweets about public relations dedicated to information exchange or discussions
about the profession is lower than the numbers recorded.
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Abstract

Available in the widest variety of forms, with or without the ”story” or the scoring, played alone (single
player), with a few partners (multiplayer) or with many others (massive multiplayer online games), the
videogames categories are built on multiple perspectives that depend on the observer and his or her agenda.
Embedded in the popular culture, videogames exploit models and formal containers, pre-worked materials,
well-known heroes, stereotypes and myths. Paraphrasing Umberto Eco, (1989) different videogame cate-
gories become a “playing contract” between producers and players, who should instantly recognize on its
basis the videogame’s genre -characterized by multiple meanings, functions, production models and audi-
ence expectations, and evolving through time. The overall understanding of videogames depends on defin-
ing their genre framework as opposed to labels or marketing tools used by the game producers – a blueprint
that requires an arrangement of specific elements. While not proposing an exhaustive genre categorization,
this paper aims to assess the plot as a suitable criterion for videogame genre framework by correlating the
specialists’ opinions on plot usage with the manner in which the plot is reflected into the game features. The
findings and the conclusion of this paper are supported by in-depth interviews with industry professionals
and by a videogames plot evaluation grid built in line with the methodology proposed by Aarseth, Smede-
tad and Sunnanå (2003) and Tobias’ plot evaluation (1993). 

Keywords: videogame, genre, popular culture, genre theory, playing contract

1. Introduction

In comparison with other popular culture manifestations, videogames are more difficult to
analyze because every time a “(part of a) game is played, the output that appears on the desk-
top computer or a console screen is different from any previous time, even if it is played by
the same player under similar circumstances” (Malliet, 2007). This creates a difficulty to de-
fine what belongs to what and what the game designer intended versus what comes from the
configuration done by the player. This is a strong argument to use qualitative research for un-
derstanding the videogames in the analyzed context, allowing the studied object “to provide
with better and richer answers to questions” (Hossian, 2011, p. 145), given by the research.

Videogames use formal models or containers such as genre, characters, stories, environ-
ment, setting, and attract wider audiences to various types of content. The importance of the
videogames genres revolves around players who are attracted or not by the producers towards
new launches, affecting the industry. The videogames genre is connected with the selection
of the content and the control of the access by interpreting the needs and interests of the au-
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diences (McQuail, 1999, p. 181), serving as a communication bridge between producers,
players and academics. As part of popular culture, every videogame belongs to one or sever-
al genres, which are “heuristic remnant” of the period when technology allowed producing
quite simple, non-complex games (Aarseth, 2004, p. 363). Fast technological development
and increased inters towards videogames of a wide audience led to an expansion and a hy-
bridization of videogames genres. The successful fantasy massive multiplayer online role-play-
ing game (MMORPGs) World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004), for example, can
be classified under several videogame genres (RPG, strategy, quest) and, assessing the game
as a whole, it is an hybrid fantasy combat game. Arguments that support the hybridization of
videogames are given by Aarseth (2004, p. 363) when analyzing the videogame Halo (Bungie,
2001): it is an action game (”science fiction combat game”) mainly played in the first person
(FPS), but occasionally a third person (”third-person driver”) that has components of puzzle
and strategy (Aarseth, 2004, p. 363). Rich and complex cultural manifestations, the videogames
should be understood and analysed using a genres framework that creates a narrative consen-
sus for a mediated experience with a very strong cultural influence. 

As the text unity is not in its origin but in the destination’s (Barthes, 2002, p. 224), the
videogames transform the players in authors and co-authors of content often using the sub-
altern transmediality (Spiridon 2013, p. 141) and well-known genres. Gamers are usually
very familiar with the genre of videogames, with few favourites in their repertoire, just as it
happens in the case of cinema movies or TV series. They use their own genre labels – de fac-
to genre – as Kress (2010, p. 115) observes, having a solid standing in the ordinary usage and
being mostly motivated by the videogame’s title: sport, role-play or leisure game. 

There are also genres in actions, available on the sites where players and game produc-
ers interact with one another (Clearwater, 2011 p. 37). The way that the industry understands
and uses videogames genres is player-centric, focused on mechanics and game design pat-
terns that deliver particular play-experiences. More details about the industry point of view
are included in the Results section.

The lack of unique or at least clear criteria of some of the de facto and in action genres
triggers difficulties for scholars who research videogame genres, because, as Aarseth (2004,
p. 363) observers: ”what works well as a sales term might not work at all as a theoretical per-
spective”. In this context, the typology proposed by Miller (2004, pp. 212-213) should be re-
visited and enriched with new criteria that respond to the present reality.

The aim of the present paper consists in a preliminary exploration of the possibilities of
including the plot as a suitable criterion for creating a videogame genre framework. My in-
tention is to investigate the validity of this criterion as being a “necessary and sufficient con-
dition” (Chandler, 1997), and not just as a label or marketing tool acting as triggers for
audiences. To achieve this objective, firstly I review the current situation of genres pre-exist-
ing studies. In addition, I use qualitative analysis to better understand the way the industry
uses and builds the videogame genre, focusing mainly on secondary sources and face-to-face
interviews with game developers, narrative managers and realization managers. The propose
of the paper is to unify the specialists’ opinions from both academia and the industry with how
the plot is reflected into the game features, provoking discussions and inspiring critical ap-
proaches that could bridge theory and practice. 
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2. Reflections on the genre and on the videogame genre 

Genre are “fuzzy” categories that “cannot be defined as necessary and sufficient condi-
tions” (Chandler, 1997) with no rigid rules, but actually “systems of expectations and hy-
pothesis” (Neale, 2000, p. 158) that circulate among audiences, industries and academics.
This “great genre illusion” points to the fact that genre is an umbrella word bundling dis-
parate concepts under a single name and giving the false impression of unity (Arsenault, 2009,
p. 157), a “codification of discursive properties” (Todorov, 1976, p. 162), stable structures,
repetitive rules and conventions which function as a “transmission belt between producers and
their receptors” (Spiridon, 2013, pp. 92-100).

Genres are firstly and foremost a boundary phenomenon (Glendhill, 2000, p. 221) that
fixes “the meaning in a modal, generic and discursive form” (Kress, 2010, p. 122). Being an
abstract concept rather than something that exists physically in the world (Feuer, 1992, p.144,
quoted by Chandler, 1997), genres are units that can be described through abstract analysis
based on pre-set criteria or through empirical observation of specific characteristics. Analyz-
ing videogames, Laurel ([1991] 2014, p. 163) considers that genres are “a collection of in-
formation that includes the ethics and ‘the rules of conduct’ for different story types”. 

Linked with the cultural work of production and reception, the genres are difficult to de-
fine, being historically and discursive relative (Todorov, 1976, p. 164). Apperley (2006, p. 9)
emphasizes a similar observation explaining that “the expectation is that the stability of genre
will be tempered by innovation; this innovation may be technical, not necessarily stylistic”.
Chandler (1997) stresses the fact that both genre forms and genre functions are dynamic,
while Kress (2010, p. 116) demonstrates that genres provide not just videogame kinds, but
“means for contextualizing / locating / situating”. 

As per Todorov’s (1976) genre definition, the videogames in a same genre have some
common systemic features being recognized because their conventionality of structural, the-
matic and or functional criteria and industrialization. Järvinen (2007, p. 333) agrees and con-
cludes that videogame genres “are found in the junction of game themes, system behaviour,
and emotions and moods”.

Inspired by the film studies, contemporary studies are focusing on several criteria for an-
alyzing the videogames genres based on narratives, types of experience, structure, engage-
ment or support (Herz, 1997; Wolf, 2001; Newman, 2004; Nieborg & Hermes, 2008). Another
approach is taken by Wolf (2001, pp. 116-117) who sorts the videogames under 42 categories
focusing on ludological elements such as the dominant characteristics of the interactive ex-
perience, the games’ goals and objectives, the nature of the game’s player-character and the
player control. A careful assessment of Wolf (2001, pp. 116-117) categories shows that some
are rather specific recognizable games with particular elements than unique and mutual ex-
clusive criteria. Another classification focusing mostly on the mechanics is proposed by Poole
(2000, pp. 35-58). The nine types of games are not mutually exclusive (for example sport
type games could be considered simulation games). Egenfeldt-Nielsen, Smith, and Tosca
(2008, pp. 41-44) develop a much simpler taxonomy, reducing videogame genres to four
types: action, adventure, strategy, and process oriented games. Yet, the current hybridization
and mutations of the videogames require further combination of those four main types.

A player-centric point of view is developed by Murray (2006, pp.9-10) who recommends
not to enforce legacy genres boundaries, but to enhance practice within this new medium. In
order to fuel new genres that would grow from a community of practice Murray suggests to
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elaborate new expressive conventions and to think of “the characteristics of stories and games
and how these separable characteristics are being recombined and reinvented within the as-
tonishingly plastic world of cyberspace” (Murray, 2006, p. 10).

Lebowitz & Klug (2011, pg. 61-65) show that videogames recycle mythological repertoires
(Greco-Roman, chivalrous, oriental, Egyptian, Nordic), stereotypes of gender, ethnic, cultur-
al, national, historical and other well-known themes or even clichés. The most used themes
and clichés mentioned by Lebowitz & Klug (2011, pg. 61-65) include: the hero amnesia, the
conspiracy and betrayal, the last of his race, the brother or father recovered, the beautiful
mysterious girl (often the last of her race) who holds the key to salvation or world destruc-
tion, the rebellious princess who falls in love with a warrior hero, the wise old man who gives
valuable advice or the ancient civilizations that have left encrypted artefacts . Beyond these
prefabricated models, characters, heroes, stereotypes and myths, videogames as popular cul-
ture artefacts reuse genres as well. Some of the genres are transmedial (S.F., horror, histori-
cal, adventures, and romance), while others are more specific (talk-show, shooter). However,
the genres differ by the degree of standardization (Spiridon, 2013, p. 96), the familiarity with
a genre enabling its audience to generate feasible predictions about events in the story. 

Following Duff’s genres triad, based on structural, thematic and functional criteria (2014,
p. xiii), videogames genres should be assessed as Arsenault suggests: a “phenomenological,
pragmatic deployment of actions through the gameplay experience” which is “partly func-
tional and partly aesthetic” (Arsenault, 2009, p. 171). Aarseth (2004, p. 364) proposes a rad-
ical systematization, using discriminative criteria: digitized versions of traditional games
(card, board, dice, mechanical arcade games such as Pinball) and games in virtual environ-
ments, based on a simulation of a physical world, not necessarily similar to real world, and
usually much less complex.

Particular milestones for genres’ frameworks have been identified by Aaretsh, Smedstad
and Sunnanå (2003) and grouped under five headings: Space, Time, Player-structure, Con-
trol and Rules. The authors suggest that the model is flexible, any changes in terms of dimen-
sions not destroying “the underlying principle” (Aarseth et al., 2003, p.53). The declared
objective of the model is to outline genres that are more specific, not necessary used by the
industry and popular game publications, in “a rigorous, analytical way” (Aarseth et al., 2003,
p. 48). 

3. Research Method

Practically, the videogames genres have been built on multiple perspectives (gameplay,
story theme, context or player’s performance), not always mutually exclusive. Most classifi-
cations use “too many, arbitrary, incompatible or overlapping criteria generating a multi-di-
mensional typology” (Aarseth et al., 2003, p. 48). Considering that there is not much research
literature for the domain and having no empirical evidences, building a genres “blueprint” us-
ing mutually exclusive frameworks would only take us half of the way. Instead, my objec-
tive is to collect in-depth insights about videogames genres and about how these are built and
embedded in the videogames. In this context, I consider that a qualitative exploratory study,
which embraces secondary sources (other scholars’ theoretical or empirical studies) and spe-
cialists’ opinions on the topic of interest (face-to-face interviews with professionals) helps for-
mulating the research question: is the plot a suitable criterion for a videogame genre
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framework? My intention is to answer it using qualitative methods that are less limiting in
terms of time and resources needed.

In my approach, I searched for patterns mostly common in literature and movies, yet with-
out forgetting that not all the videogames have a story. In this train of thoughts, I consider as
a valuable beginning position the “20 master plots” proposed by Tobias (1993): Quest, Ad-
venture, Pursuit, Rescue, Escape, Revenge, The Riddle, Rivalry, Underdog, Temptation, Meta-
morphosis, Transformation, Maturation, Love, Forbidden Love, Sacrifice, Discovery, Wretched
Excess, Ascension, Descension. This typology allows a close up of videogames to other nar-
rative media. Some of these tags are already de facto genre (quest, adventure) recognized as
such by players, producers, and scholars. Others, like the “discovery” and “the riddle”, could
be applied to the videogames with no narrative pattern proving that the plot criterion is not
limited to the videogames with a narrative pattern.

During the data collection process, I gathered information using Hossian’s (2011, p. 144)
qualitative research checklist: knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of industry representatives. I
investigated the way videogames genre are used and built by the industry, focusing mainly
on the plot usage (secondary sources and in-depth semi-structured interviews with game de-
velopers, narrative and realization managers). Subsequently, applied the methodology proposed
by Aarseth et al. (2003, p.49): “the dimensional categories and their values are gathered by
taking two similar games […] and then try to describe the difference between them in a prin-
cipal way”. The plot dimension is assessed in line with the methodology is concentrated on
the plot statement (Tobias, 1993), for both narrative and non-narrative games. The variables
that support plot are evaluated by the common value with other media as the case of the be-
ginning statement included in the game intro, characters, props, sound effects, or by very spe-
cific ones such rules or mechanics.

I ran four semi-structured interviews between August 2014 and April 2015, using Creswell’s
directions for phenomenological qualitative methodology (Creswell, 2007). I selected the in-
terviewees based on their expertise (employees of Romanian branches of international game
producers), ensuring variety: a former level designer, a realization manager, a narrative manger
and an external communication manager. The respondents have expressly agreed to answer the
questions for the research purpose I previously stated, as recorded on tape and on the signed
forms. For the illustration of specific examples some verbatims have been quoted in the paper
with the interviewee’s consent. The consent protocols have been signed with all the partici-
pants before starting the interviews and only those who accepted the confidentiality terms (pos-
sibility of quoting them and of using initials of name and job title) were used in the paper. All
interviews are full-length, at least one hour each, recorded, transcribed and analyzed. 

4. Results and discussion

Understanding the industry view is a milestone for this paper because the producers low-
er the risk by delivering against popular genres that insure gratification and pleasure for the
receptor. Explaining why players specialize in genres, the industry veteran Daniel Cook (2007,
p. 1) acknowledges that when players discover that a game fits their entertainment needs nice-
ly, they return to the store seeking another similar game. 

The industry’s professional’s reflections on the genre show that from its early develop-
ment ages, the game industry settled into several genres that everybody recognizes: sports,
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strategy, racing, fighting, action, role-playing. Chris Crawford, a well-known game design-
er, (1984, pp. 19-40) focuses on mechanics: skill and action (combat, maze, sports, paddle,
race, miscellaneous), strategy games (adventures, dungeons and dragons), war-games, games
of chance, interpersonal games, educational and children games. Crawford observed that the
basis of classification is not constant but varies during the history, influenced by the avail-
able technology (Crawford, 1984, pp. 39-40). Another game designer, Ernest Adams, empha-
sizes that the entire value chain of videogames industry was influenced by genre: “the retailers
began organizing their shelves along these lines. Publishers created product plans based on
them. Gamers learned, as Adams (2009, p. 1) observes, to prefer one genre over another and
to identify themselves as fans of shooters or platformers or real-time strategy”. 

Daniel Cook (2007, p. 1) reinforces the fact that similar game mechanics define the char-
acteristic of gaming value, despite all the industry’s effort spent on innovation, branding,
packaging and licenses. Using a lifecycle approach, following the economic pattern of any
industrial good (introduction, growth, maturity, decline, niche), Cook (2007, p.2) shows that
genres evolve over time as “players discover, fall in love, grow bored and then move on to
other forms of entertainment”. 

D.R., narrative manager, insists on the need of harmony among all videogame’s features
and the genre: “The general genres have to match everything. Ideally, the graphics, the sounds,
the story, the in-game actions, everything must match the genre. Ideally, the second time you
look at the game, you know what it is about and you know the general feeling of it“[face-to-
face interview, Bucharest, April 2015]. C.T., external communication manager, completes the
same point of view considering that when creating a game a producer must deeply understand
the audience in order to meet their skills and expectations. C.T. concludes that sticking to the
popular genres lowers the risks for the industry, yet it inhibits any other innovation than tech-
nological [face-to-face interview, Bucharest, September 2014]. Narrative manager D.R. ex-
plains that “the genre is given by the game designer to the narrative team who has to build
on it. This means that the narrative team must know the specifics of genres, even though in
the case of videogames it can be broken down a little bit. For example, the war genre is the
given action for everything, but with the story I can break it down a little bit and add romance
or comedy to it, so add some different facets to the general genre” [face-to-face interview,
Bucharest, April 2015]. Taking an opposite stand, the game designer Sid Meier considers that
a genre should be a support for a chosen topic and not the start for designing a game: “first
figure out what your topic is and then find interesting ways and an appropriate genre to bring
it to life as opposed to coming the other way around” (Ruse, 2001, pp. 21-22). The fast de-
velopment of mobile games and the limitations in terms of technology and story length forced
the industry to have a different approach: “nowadays, with the mobile gaming industry, sud-
denly women are playing videogames and this completely opened up the market, so most of
the games are casual videogames and the mobile companies are looking to draw women in
embedding new genres in the games” [D.R., narrative manager, face-to-face interview,
Bucharest, April 2015]. 

Summarizing the industry point of view, the player is the pivotal element and the purpose
of delivering a playing experience is fulfilled through mechanics and game design patterns
that support different genres. 

Based on a clear methodology, respecting how genres conventions are always acting in
combination or modules (Spiridon, 2013, p. 95), the criteria proposed by Aarseth et al. (2003)
were assessed through several dimensions and values applied on a significant number of
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games. Since videogames are equally rooted in the meanings, in the mechanics and in the per-
formance, the industry standardizes videogames based on well-known genres tags. Adding a
plot layer allows the integration of the transmedial genres, easily recognized by the audience
in other narrative media like books, TV or cinema, and in genres such as horror, adventure,
war or romance. The videogames gain from this transfer of meanings from other established
media genres, as long this framework is a de facto one and is actively used by producers,
sellers and audience. Plot, as a new dimensional category, should have supportive values as
other media genres conventions, adapted to the videogames specifics: props, sound effects,
genre pillar characters (i.e.: soldier, detective or zombie). Yet, there are many situations when
a hybrid genre or an emergent one is forced by the sellers to merge with a well-established
one, hopping that the tag is working as a “branding tool” and attracts the audience.

The current data analysis grid was populated against two axes, using the methodology
validated by Aarseth et al. (2003) and the extended Tobias’ plot list (1993). The two axes are
included in Table 1: the plot expression mode and the plot statement. 

Table 1. The Plot Classification using Character, Props, Sound Effects, and Rules/Me-
chanics

The examination of the analysis grid showed that multiple plots could be used in one sin-
gle genre (i.e. forbidden love and sacrifice can both be found in romance). When these plots
are recognisable from other media, it becomes easier for the audience to connect the genre
of a videogame with the one used by other media – as former level designer A.I. shows, the
genre shooter, embedding multiple plots like Adventure or Escape, is easily recognisable and
creates similar expectations across various media.

The Plot statement 20 master plots (Tobias,1993)

Narrative Games Non-narrative Games

Game Intro
Call of Duty (2003-2014), 
Ai draci (Romanian MMO), 
(Destiny (2014)

Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft (2014)

Character

Return of the Phantom (1993), 
The Longest Journey (1999), 
Condemned (2005),
The Heavy Rain (2010),

–

Props

Portal (2007), 
Call Of Duty (2003-2014), 
Assassins’ Creed (2007-2013), 
DayZ (2013), 
L.A. Noire (2011)

Majhong (1992-2000), 
Minecraft (2009), 
FarmVille (2009-2012), 
Candy Crush Saga (2012)

Sound Effects
Final Fantasy (1987-2010), 
Resident Evil (1996-2012), 
Amnesia (2010)

Guitar Hero (2005-2010)

Rules/ Mechanics Grand Theft Auto V (2014)
Chess Master (1986-2007), 2048 (2014), 
Tetris (1984)

T
he

 P
lo

t e
xp

re
ss
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n 

m
od

e
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5. Conclusions and area of future developments

The difficulty of understanding the videogames genres framework is driven by the diffi-
culty of straightforward definitions of game genres (cf. Wolf, 2001; Apperley, 2006; Clear-
water, 2011). When compared with other media, videogame genres are built on both narratives
and ludological elements. 

The changes in videogame genre in the past years, triggered by technology progress and
by the focus on player, led to an expansion and a hybridization of videogames genres. The
hybridization of genre, specific for today’s reality, rise research challenges. The lack of unique
or at least clear criteria of some of the de facto and in-action genres generates difficulties for
videogame genres research. The literature review offers insights about several videogames
genres taxonomies (Poole, 2000; Wolf, 2001; Aaretsh et al., 2003; Murray, 2006; Egenfeldt-
Nielsen, Smith & Tosca, 2008) that allow examining, deconstructing, and comparing games.

It would be difficult to point out each of the necessary and jointly sufficient criteria for
placing a videogame into a specific genre, standing out in a certain historical moment. Yet,
for the moment, the criteria proposed by Aarseth, et al. (2003), are mutually exclusive, ap-
plicable to a large set of videogames. 

In addition to the literature, for industry, genres are player-centric built, focusing on me-
chanics and game design patterns that deliver particular play-experiences (Crawford C. , 1984;
Cook, 2005; Cook, 2007; Adams, 2009; C.T., 2014; C.V., 2014; A.I., 2014; D.R., 2015).

The research question of this study – is the plot a suitable criterion for a videogame genre
framework? – was answered by overlapping specialists’ opinions on the plot usage with how
the plot is reflected into the game features, using the dimensional category grid inspired by
the methodology proposed by Aarseth et al. (2003). The analysis showed that the plot could
serve as a convention for embedding the transmedial genres into videogames typology. The
conclusions of the current research cannot be generalized due to the limited number of games
included in the evaluation. Another limitation of the present study is that it can be argued that
the grid could be linked with a specific historical moment, adapted for this specific point of
industry development. Considering the genre as a “playing contract”, an extended empirical
fallow up study focused on players could contribute to the future advance of the topic. In ad-
dition, as future development, it is equally important to find proper labels for the genres based
on the plot, recognized by scholars, industry and audience.
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Abstract

In this study we show that, in the aftermath of the economic crisis, Romanians remain among the most
enthusiastic citizens of the European Union, in what concerns trust in the European institutions, projections
for the future, the image of the EU and general attitudes toward the union. Relying on data provided by eu-
robarometers since the Romanian integration, we argue that the reasons for this peculiar position of Roma-
nians within the EU is largely due to how people evaluate the economic and political performance of their
own country: from evaluations of the economy to trust in national institutions, Romanians are very pes-
simistic about how their country handles the present situation and about perspectives for the future. In this
context, they turn to the European Union as to a Savior, who represents their hope and promise for a better
future, for economic prosperity and security. This is the reason why, more than five years after the begin-
ning of the financial crisis, Romanians are still among the most optimistic citizens of Europe. 

Key words: European attitudes, European identity, trust, European institutions

1. Introduction

After the European integration, Romanians’ attitudes toward Europe, the European future,
and the European institutions changed, in the direction of a more moderate and rational ap-
proach to the European project in general, especially in the context of the economic crisis;
nonetheless, Romanians still remain among the most optimistic and enthusiastic European cit-
izens, significantly more in favor of the European project than the majority of Europeans. 

This article aims at finding plausible explanations about the general level of support of
the European Union in Romania, in the context of the aftermath of the economic crisis, and
by comparison with the general support at the Union level. The general context of the crisis
also generates a crisis of credibility in the EU, often associated with of the perception of a
lack of internal regulation (Dobrescu, 2013, p. 130).

In a historical context dominated by the raise of euroscepticism, not necessarily as a fact
reflected in the general level of support of the EU by the European citizens, but especially in
terms of perceptions regarding the future of the European Union, the newly integrated coun-
tries, such as Romania, manifest some of the symptoms of euroscepticism in general, but
have a more positive approach and attitude toward the EU. Some of the academic literature
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trying to explain this phenomenon offer rather historical explanations, related to the very high
level of euroenthusiasm from before the European integration, which diminished slowly in
time, after the inclusion of the country in the EU. Nonetheless, we consider that authors some-
times ignore the economic factor (perceptions about the state of the economy at the national
and union levels), the internal (national) political situation, which translate into the general
level of trust/distrust in the most important national and European institutions. 

Another important factor addressed in this study is the feeling of belonging to the Euro-
pean Union, or the feeling of being European. We argue that the European identity is a rather
fuzzy concept, unstable in time as general perception, at least for the newly integrated citi-
zens, such as Romanians. We will discuss issues of cultural versus instrumental European
identity, and their role in the configuration of general attitudes toward the European Union. 

In this context, by using secondary data analysis of Eurobarometers data since 2007, we
try to offer a more comprehensive explanation of the attitudes of Romanian citizens toward
the European Union.

In the context of the economic crisis, Romanian academic literature (Bârgãoanu, 2011; Ne-
grea, 2011; Radu, 2012; Dobrescu & Durach, 2014) suggests that the crisis favored the crys-
tallization and consolidation of eurosceptic feelings, and even an identity crisis for the citizens.
We argue that Romanians’ attitudes toward EU became rather moderate, as a result of the di-
minishing enthusiasm, normal after the integration, and regained momentum, to some extent,
in the last years, as a result of increasing distrust in the national main institutions (Govern-
ment and Parliament). 

2. Attitudes towards the European Union

Citizens’ attitudes toward the European Union have been a constant concern of European
officials, as well as of scholars, since they are directly related to the legitimacy of the Euro-
pean project. In the context of the financial crisis, the legitimacy deficit of the EU has been
given an even greater amount of attention, because of the threat of the raising eurosceptic
feelings among the citizens. 

When analyzing attitudes toward the EU, both public and academic discourses changed
from citizen support (Duch & Taylor, 1997) to euroscepticism (Taggart & Szczerbiak, 2001;
Lubbers & Scheepers, 2005) over the last decades. Both concepts are rather vague and need
further clarifications. 

Defined as a phenomenon that express an opposition toward the process of European in-
tegration (Kopecky & Mudde, 2002) or, more narrowly, “as opposition toward a specific pol-
icy or integration effort”, euroscepticism “may be just one facet of public opinion toward the
EU” (Boomgaarden et al, 2011, p. 2). Nonetheless, euroscepticism has become the buzzword
largely used when discussing attitudes toward the EU. 

Starting from the original definition of Taggart (1998, p. 366), as expressing “the idea of con-
tingent or qualified opposition, as well as incorporating outright and unqualified opposition to
the process of European integration”, euroscepticism has been later classified as hard or soft (Tag-
gart & Szczerbiak, 2001), which made the distinction between a clear rejection of the entire
European project, and a “qualified opposition” to the EU on specific policies or decisions. 

Both support and eurosceptic attitudes are facets of the same coin and were considered as
diffuse or specific (Gabel, 1998; Hewstone, 1986), or having an utilitarian or affective nature
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(Lindberg & Scheingold, 1970). The utilitarian dimension refers to the evaluation by the cit-
izens of the costs and benefits of the integration (we will further see a similar distinction with
regard to the European identity), whereas the affective one refers to the emotional responses
to the EU. Regardless of the form they take, feelings and attitudes toward the EU have been
shown to fluctuate (Lubbers & Scheepers, 2010), specially in the context of dramatic econom-
ic changes. 

We argue that support or eurosceptic attitudes toward the EU are related to various fac-
tors, among which some of the most pervasive influence power could be attributed to the
evaluation of national economy (from an utilitarian perspective), as well as the general feel-
ing of European identity (from an affective perspective). In practice, it is almost impossible
to differentiate between the costs-benefits and the emotional dimensions of people’s feelings
and thoughts about the EU; this is the reason why a research should take into consideration
both perspectives, when discussing the multifaceted nature of EU attitudes. 

There have been various attempts to operationalize support or eurosceptic attitudes to-
ward the EU, the most commonly cited being related to five dimensions: feelings of fear and
threat by the EU, a sense of European identity, performance and democratic functioning of
the EU, supports and benefits evaluations, and support for further integration (Boomgaarden
et. al., 2011; Spanje & deVreese, 2011). We argue that, related to those, trust in national in-
stitutions (as a result of evaluating national government performance), correlated with other
dimensions, could play an important role in how people relate to the European Union. At the
same time, we take into account Habermas’ idea that citizens have somehow developed two
personae, one that represents himself/herself as a European citizen contributing to the very
process of creation of the European Union, and the other – being a citizen of his/her country,
as a well established nation state. (Habermas, 2012, pp. 95-96) This means that people’s rep-
resentations of both European and national images, institutions, economic evaluations, etc.
play an important role in developing attitudes toward the European Union in general. 

3. Toward a European Identity

The concept of European identity has seen a lot of transformations since its birth, main-
ly due to its vague and volatile nature. In order to circumscribe the term, one should rely on
the notion of “multiple identities” or “different self-construals [that] may coexist within the
same individual, available to be activated at different times or in different situations” (Brew-
er & Gardner, 1996, p. 83). Thus, the European identity is but one of the various layers of
identity Europeans hold simultaneously (Bruter, 2005; Risse, 2010). In other words, when tak-
ing European identity into account for explaining different phenomena, one should acknowl-
edge that people may have loyalties toward their nations, as well and simultaneously as/for
Europe and the European community. 

Most of the theories regarding the European identity rely on the commonly accepted dis-
tinction between its civic vs. cultural components (Bruter, 2005; Wintle, 2005; Inthorn, 2006),
to which an instrumental layer has been added by some authors (Cinerella, 1997; Ruiz Himenez
et al, 2004; Schoen, 2008). The civic European identity refers to citizens’ sense of belonging
to the EU from an institutional point of view (mostly economic and political dimensions)
(Bruter, 2005, 2009), or people’s commitment to the shared values of the Union (Weiler,
1999). Cultural identity relies on the general feeling perception of citizens that they feel rather
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European than non-European (Bruter, 2005), “based on ethno-cultural factors generated
through a long-term historical process” (Udrea, 2014, p. 56). The instrumental approach large-
ly relates to citizens’ evaluation of the benefits (potential gains and losses) provided by the
very fact of belonging to the European Union. 

It has been argued that the more people perceive weaknesses of their country in the inter-
national arena (the lack of a strong national voice in international context), the more they
identify with the European Union (Gabel & Palmer, 1995; Gabel, 1998). We argue that the
same stands for general economic and political “performance” of national institutions: the
more people distrust the most important institutions of their country (such as the Government
and Parliament), the more they tend to trust the European institutions, basically looking for
some sort of “salvation” outside the country. At the same time, it has been stated that nowa-
days euroscepticism focused on alleged bureaucratic intrusions and the waste of resources of
the European institutions, as well as on a sense of identity loss that would result from the Eu-
ropean unification (Verhofstadt, 2012/2009, p. 223). 

The feeling of being European is closely related to the national loyalties. There are differ-
ent approaches to the nature of the relationship between national and European identities: some
scholars have argued that collective identities are conflicting and exclusive, competing against
each other, while others believe that people are perfectly happy with multiple identities (Arts
& Halman, 2006; Dufek, 2009). Most of the time, researchers agree that the European identi-
ty is rather developed as a secondary layer of identity, added to the national (or even local, re-
gional) identity. This is mainly due to the fact that “national identity can never be induced to
a population by artificial means” (Udrea, 2014, p. 58), whereas “European identity has been
in construction and reconstruction process throughout history” (Udrea, 2014, p. 59). This is
the reason why, when defining themselves as Europeans, citizens rather see themselves as be-
ing “national and European” than simply European or even “European and national”. 

We argue that Romanians and, to some extent, Europeans as well have changing (or mixed)
feelings with regard to their national vs. supranational identities, which makes the equation
explaining the attitudes crystallization toward the EU even more complicate. 

This study tries to find empirical basis for a general explanation of the changing attitudes
toward the European Union in Romania, compared with the average of other member states,
taking into account people’s feelings, attitudes, trust about the EU, as well as their projections
related to the image or future of the European Union. 

4. Methodology

In order to understand the evolution of the attitudes toward the European Union and its
institutions, both at the level of the union and in Romania, we used secondary data analysis
of eurobarometers since 2007. We used a comparative approach between data regarding Ro-
mania and the average of the European member states, aiming at providing a comprehensive
analysis of the general evolution of European citizens’ opinion about the EU in general, its
future, its institutions, etc. We used 16 standard European Barometers (the last one being
EB82, autumn 2014, preliminary data), and three special eurobarometers (EB 346, “New Eu-
ropeans”, spring 2010, EB 379, “Future of Europe”, autumn 2011, and EB 394, “Future of
Europe”, autumn 2012).
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The research questions guiding the analysis focused on attitudes toward the European Union,
trust in the future of the European project and trust in the national and European institutions.
All the research questions aim at providing insights into the mechanisms of the attitudes evo-
lution in Romania, compared to the average attitudes of the European citizens in general. 

RQ1. How did Romanians and Europeans’ attitudes toward the European Union evolved
since the adhesion of Romania to the European Union?

The aim of this research question is to provide explanations for the evolution of Romani-
ans’ attitudes toward the EU, in the context of the economic crisis, correlated to the mean of
European citizens’ attitudes. The role of this research question is to offer a first level of un-
derstanding of attitudes fluctuations and (possible) eurosceptic movements after 2007, with
of focus on the aftermath of the economic crisis. 

RQ2. How did Romanians and Europeans perceive the future of the European Union? 
The image of the European Union in the eyes of its citizens is an indicator of how people

generally perceive the European project. Correlated with people’s opinions about the future
of the EU, one could have a more complex understanding of the direction of future evolution
of the union. 

RQ3. How did Romanians and Europeans level of trust in the national and European main
institutions (Government and Parliament) evolve since the integration of Romania in the Eu-
ropean Union?

We believe that the level of trust in European institutions is negatively correlated with the
level of trust in the national institutions; in other words, we will investigate to what extent a
positive evolution of trust in national institutions might lead to a decrease in trust in the Eu-
ropean institutions and vice versa. For Romania, we expect to find a correlation that could
provide an explanation to the findings related to the first research question, which, combined
with how people forecast the future of the EU, and feelings of being European (the second
research question) would offer a general image of how people form and change their opin-
ions regarding the European Union in general. 

When analyzing the existing data in Eurobarometers, we used the standardized questions
related to the three research questions; when the wording changed over the years, we used
most semantically closely related questions following the logic of the original ones. There are
some rare cases in which some questions were eliminated from the eurobarometers and lat-
er reintroduced with a different wording. We considered data as missing for the respective eu-
robaromenters. We used the same logic for the last eurobarometer (autumn 2014), for which
only preliminary data was available. 

5. Findings

Data from eurobarometers provide evidence about various facets of attitudes toward the
European Union. In order to get a general image and understanding of Romanian and Euro-
pean citizens’ attitudes, we will analyze people’s trust in the union in general, the way they
perceive the image of the European Union and its future, as well as trust in national and Eu-
ropean main institutions, namely Government and Parliament. We will further try to corre-
late these data with additional figures related to the feeling of being European and with the
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way people evaluate both national and European state of the economy in general, in order to
understand the mechanisms through which people’s attitude toward the EU have evolved over
time, since the adhesion of Romania to the European Union. 

The general level of trust in the European Union, the main macro-indicator of people’s
general attitudes evolved to some extent predictably over time: the general mean at the lev-
el of the union have been constant above the level of distrust until the moment the effects of
the crisis began to be dramatically perceived at the citizens’ level. Thus, starting 2009, the
distrust overcame trust in the EU. However, Romanians’ level of trust, even though dropped
dramatically in the same period of time, has never outrun the level of distrust (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. The level of trust/distrust in the European Union in Eurobarometers (EU versus
Romania).

In 2014, trust in the European Union raised dramatically again in Romania (with 10%,
compared with 0% in the EU). Even though there is no data available yet for each nation state,
the last eurobarometer shows that the general level of trust at the European level increased
with 6%, compared with the beginning of 2014. These very visible changes, after a period of
two years of stagnation might be due, in part, to the general feeling of populations that the end
of the crisis already happened or is very near. In Romania, we believe that the high increase
in the level of trust in the EU is also due to the presidential elections and general political tur-
moil in the last year, which made people believe that ‘salvation’ may come from the EU.

At the same time, there is a similar gab between the moderate increase (8%) of the posi-
tive image that European holds of the union in 2014 compared to 2013, while Romanians
rate with 16% more positively the image of the EU in the same period of time. (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Positive image of the European Union in Eurobarometers (EU versus Romania).

The general way in which Europeans and Romanians perceive the image of the European
Union regain to some extent the level of before the crisis (before 2009). After a dramatic drop
of 10% and 14% respectively in just one year, the EU has somehow managed to readjust its
image in the last one year and a half. In Romania there are only 4% of difference between
the period of before the crisis and the end of 2014, and at the level of the union there is a dif-
ference of about 9%. Correlated with the level of trust, we can affirm that Romanians regain
faith in the EU more than the majority of the other Europeans. 

As far as the future of the union is concerned, Romanians have always been more opti-
mistic than the rest of Europeans (with the exception of the beginning of 2010), and at pres-
ent they are with almost 20% more optimistic than the average European. (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Perceptions about the future of the EU in Eurobarometers (EU versus Romania).

The level of optimism of Europeans regarding the future of the European Union increased
steadily but moderately in the last two years, with about 7%, while in Romania optimism
raised with 12%. 
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Trying to understand the different paces of change in the various facets of the attitudes of
citizens toward the EU, we will take a close look at possible explanations of the somehow
particular evolution of attitudes toward EU in Romania. Thus, we will further investigate
people’s evaluation of national and European economies, and the level of trust in national and
European institutions respectively. We believe that a rather negative evaluation of the gener-
al “performance” of their country (translated into evaluations of the state of the economy and
trust in national institutions), might make people turn for hope to the EU, viewed as a “sav-
ior” and a trustworthy guaranty of future prosperity. 

The evaluation of national economies has not been too positive for the European coun-
tries in general, with a mean of 30% of a good evaluation at the European level; however, the
level of positive evaluations of the national economy for Romanian has a mean of only 12%,
with a constant level under 10% after 2009, and a slight increase in 2014 (14%). (Figure 4)

Figure 4. Evaluation of the national and European economy in Eurobarometers (EU ver-
sus Romania).

At the same time, Europeans’ evaluations of the EU economy match their evaluations of
national economies (just slightly lower than the national – 27% compared to 30%), while Ro-
manians’ evaluations of the EU economy are far from mirroring their representations of the
national economy (an average of 43% compared to 12%). (Figure 4)

This prominent discrepancy between Romania and the rest of the European Union is one
of the causes of the much higher level of trust in the European Union and its future; being
discouraged to a very high degree by the performance of the national economy, and thus hav-
ing probably a rather gloom overview of their country’s future, Romanians turn to EU for help,
hope, and the promise of a better future. 

This becomes clear as well from how people appreciate their level of trust in the nation-
al and European main institutions, the Government and the Parliament. Europeans trust more
the European Commission than they trust the governments of their countries (with a differ-
ence of 12%), while Romanians trust more the European Commission than the Romanian
Government with 44% of difference. This shows the huge gap that Romania has to overcome,
if compared with the average of the European Union. Even though the general trust in the Com-
mission is higher for European as well, a difference of more than 40% basically show that
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Romanians have lost almost entirely their faith in the Romanian Government and seek “sal-
vation” to the European institutions. (Figure 5)

Figure 5. The level of trust in the national vs. European government in Eurobarometers
(EU versus Romania).

At the same time, eurobarometers show that Romanians regain to some extent their trust
in the government after 2012 (which coincide with national elections), while their trust in the
European Commission remained more or less unchanged. Trust in the European and nation-
al governments at the level of the EU registered a slightly decreasing trend since 2007. 

Similar trends could be observed with regard to national and European Parliaments. Eu-
ropeans trust more the European Parliament (M=46%) than their own parliaments (M=31%),
but the difference of the two levels of trust is rather moderate, if we compare data with the
level of Romanians’ trust in the parliament of their own country and the European Parliament
(15% compared to 59%). (Figure 6)

Figure 6. The level of trust in the national vs. European Parliament in Eurobarometers
(EU versus Romania).
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The general trend at the European level is a descending one, for both national and Euro-
pean parliaments, with a slight increase in the last year in favor of the national parliaments,
while for Romanians both trends are sinuous, with a slight decrease in 2009, and a soft re-
covery in the last one year and a half. 

The very large difference in the levels of trust of European and Romanian institutions pro-
vide insights into the way people of Romania perceive the European Union in general, as a
counterweight to the weak performance of their own country. 

Finally, we will look into the feelings of being European. They have started to be evalu-
ated in eurobarometers since 2010. Generally speaking, Romanians feel less European than
the rest of Europe, with a general mean (aggregate data for “Romanian and European”, “Eu-
ropean and Romanian” and “just European”) of 50%, as compared to 57% for the other Eu-
ropeans. At the same time, the feelings of being “just Romanian” or any kind of European
layer of identity are not very stable over time, with sometimes differences of up to 10%. Judg-
ing from the aggregate means of available data, Romanians feel slightly less European than
the rest of Europe (see Table 1). The explanation is related to the very concept of “European
identity”: when discussing about identity, strong feelings of belonging cannot be developed
in a short period of time, such as the time elapsed since the Romanian integration, which
makes people reluctant to feeling European. They probably experience some degree of Eu-
ropeaness related to the costs-benefits paradigm (the instrumental approach to identity). 

Table 1. Feelings of being European (EU versus Romania)
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Just
National

Just
Romanian

National
and
European

Romanian
and
European

European
and
National

European
and
Romanian

Just
European
(EU)

Just
European
(RO)

EB346
SE (s.
2010)

46% 50% 41% 18% 7% 13% 3% 6%

EB 379
(a. 2011)

39% 44% 46% 41% 8% 13% 4% 9%

EB77 (s.
2012)

38% 41% 49% 33% 6% 10% 3% 7%

EB394 (a.
2012)

38% 40% 49% 46% 7% 6% 3% 2%

EB79 (s.
2013)

38% 41% 49% 32% 7% 7% 3% 7%

EB80
(a.2013)

42% 45% 47% 31% 5% 7% 2% 8%

EB81 (s.
2014)

39% 47% 51% 46% 6% 4% 2% 3%
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Summing up, data from eurobarometers over the years suggests that Romanians’ attitudes
toward the European Union are somewhat more positive than the average of the Europeans,
in terms of trust, optimism about the future, picture of the image of the EU, etc. The main ex-
planation for that is the general very low trust of Romanians in their own national institutions,
and the general negative evaluation of the Romanian economy. Thus, the citizens of Roma-
nia believe that the European Union is the answer to their hopes of personal prosperity and
growth, consolidating a myth of the savior, which projects an aura of trust and stability onto
the European Union. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we argue that feelings and attitudes that Romanians and Europeans hold to-
ward the European Union changed in ways that could be explained and understood under the
light of the economic crisis on the one hand and of national economic and political perform-
ance on the other hand. When trying to provide explanations about the somehow unpredictable
ways people’s attitudes changed over the last years, we took into consideration to what ex-
tent people’s feelings are driven by their evaluations of their own countries. We argue that,
by judging the economic and political performance of their country as (rather) negative, peo-
ple turn to the EU for ‘salvation’ and promise of future prosperity. This is the reason why, in
the context of increasing eurosceptic feelings, Romanians still remain among the most euroen-
thusiastic European citizens. 

Attitudes toward the European Union changed in the last 7 years, especially in the con-
text of the financial distress brought about by the economic crisis. Starting 2009, the gener-
al level of distrust at the union level outran the level of trust. However, as far as Romanians
are concerned, their trust in the EU never leveled up with the distrust. Even though their en-
thusiasm diminished, they still perceive the union as a reliable source of stability and hope
for the future. 

The same holds true for the general image people have of the European Union, dramati-
cally affected since 2009: Europeans in general slightly reconsidered the image of the union
in the last two years; however, the somewhat more positive image is still far from what it used
to be before 2009. Romanians recovered more visibly, but still never reached the highly pos-
itive image they used to hold of the union before 2009. In this context, Europeans are moder-
ately optimistic about the future of the EU, while Romanians are highly optimistic and hopeful. 

As far as the trust in institutions is concerned, Romanians’ position is highly different of
the majority of Europeans. They distrust profoundly the national institutions (Government and
Parliament), while, as a form of compensation, they tend to trust more deeply than the rest
of the Europeans the European Commission and the European Parliament. For most Euro-
peans, the general level of trust in the Commission and the European Parliament steadily de-
creased, whereas for Romanians, the level of trust regained (after the turning point of 2009)
a positive trend in the last two years. At the same time, it is important to take into consider-
ation the way people evaluate national economies. Even though the average European eval-
uates poorly his/her own country’s economy, Romanians are among the citizens that evaluate
their own country economic performance worst; this is probably the reason why they tend to
evaluate much better the European economy than the other European citizens in general. 
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The most unstable indicators of attitudes toward the EU remain the feelings of belonging
to the EU, of being Europeans in general. Romanians generally feel less European than the
majority of Europeans, which is generally the case for newly integrated countries. In the con-
text of the crisis, these feelings evolved somehow chaotically, with notable differences from
one barometer to the next, not only for Romanians, but for Europeans in general as well. The
supranational identity is, thus, a very fluid entity, probably dominated by instrumental rea-
sons (benefits of the integration).

Summing up, Romanians’ attitudes toward the European Union evolved toward the direc-
tion of euroscepticism after 2009, following a general trend at the union’s level; nonetheless,
they remained and still remain among the most enthusiastic about the future of the European
project. Their level of trust in the European institutions and EU in general is negatively cor-
related with their trust of national economic and political performance. We argue that Roma-
nians still hold a very positive image of the EU, continuously building and consolidating a
myth of the Savior: the European Union will “come and save” them, thus offering a hope of
economic prosperity and individual well-being. 
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Abstract

As a consequence of the advent and diffusion of new media, one of the most accredited hypotheses in
the realm of mediatization theory has been that the essential prerequisites of mediatization would have slow-
ly started to disappear. On the contrary, we hypothesize that the unprecedented knowledge about users’ pref-
erences given to media companies would be reflected in the logics of news production, which would shift
from being guided by internal logics and standards of newsworthiness to be driven by an audience-oriented
commercial logic. Therefore, we expect storytelling techniques to prevail in online news production, with
soft news becoming progressively prevalent moving from traditional to new media. We address our hypoth-
esis performing a cross-media analysis of the Italian newspaper la Repubblica, investigating both the differ-
ent editorial logics underlying the selection and framing of contents as well as the relationship between the
general news frame and the level of readers’ engagement. In our findings, soft news prevails regardless of
the platform, also following a positive trend as we move towards Facebook. Moreover, soft news seems to
be able to foster a higher level of users’ engagement as expressed in terms of likes and shares, while hard
news prevails in commenting activities.

Keywords: mediatization, hybridization, Facebook, media logics, news consumption

1. Introduction

Since the early 1990s, the growing interest in mediatization theory as a new research field
of political communication has contributed to shift the attention from the analysis of media
contents and their influence on the audience, to the study of media platforms and their insti-
tutional and technological essence. Given the multifaceted nature of mediatization as a cross-
field phenomenon which “simultaneously facilitates centrifugal, centripetal, homogenizing and
differentiating processes” (Hepp, Hjarvard, & Lundby, 2010, p. 226), the concept has been
used by scholars both to refer to those changes affecting media and their modes of commu-
nication as well as to interpret the wide range of transformations resulting from the growing
media influence on other cultural and societal spheres.

With regard to the different emphasis accorded either to media as institutions in their own
right or to the role they play as societal agents of cultural production, in mediatization theo-
ry we might identify two main approaches (Couldry & Hepp, 2013): the institutionalist (see
Altheide & Snow, 1979 among others) and the social-constructivist (see Krotz, 2009; Hepp,
2012 among others).
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From an institutionalist perspective mediatization refers to “the forms, practices and ex-
periences associated with the dominant media and institutions of the broadcast era, and par-
ticularly television” (Hoskins, 2009, p. 148). Within the institutionalist tradition, media should
thus be considered as an independent institution with its own set of rules and practices, whose
growing influence on different fields of society determines an adaptation of external social
actors and institutions to media logic, intended as the process through which media present
and transmit information (Altheide & Snow, 1979; 1988; 1991). The concept of mediatiza-
tion as coined by institutionalists is particularly useful for analyzing the transformation of
many disparate social and cultural processes into forms or formats suitable for media repre-
sentation. Nevertheless, the linearity of the process described has been widely questioned
during the last years, becoming the subject of different criticisms that could be brought back
to four main reasons. First of all, the monolithic definition proposed seems not to be work-
ing for capturing the multi-polar nature of society (Bourdieu, 1993). Secondly, the institution-
alist conceptualization of mediatization appears to be limited in time, applicable only since
the moment in which media have become independent institutions (since 1980s according to
Hjarvard, 2008). Thirdly, the institutionalist approach lacks in considering how the rise of a
new digital network space of communication has contributed to the redistribution of assets
and to the relative distribution of rules and resources characterizing the logics of traditional
media (Jensen, 2013). Finally, the reference to a single media logic as if operating in one di-
rection and at the same speed seems to be reductive, as underlined even more by the growth
of the Internet (Couldry, 2008).

Furthermore, social-constructivists refuse to acknowledge media as a single institution,
attributing to them a symbolic power through which they would not only influence what so-
cial actors and audiences do, but first and foremost their ability to describe social life (Block,
2013). Mediatization is here conceived as a “process of communicative construction of so-
cio-cultural realities enacted by different and various media” (Couldry & Hepp, 2013, p. 196).
Although conceptualizing mediatization as a process resulting from different intervening and
intertwined factors the social-constructivist approach has the merit to grasp the multi-polar
character of contemporary society, such a definition seems to be too blurring if one wants to
capture macro-level dynamics (Hjarvard 2008).

In recent years, several scholars (Altheide, 2013; Hjarvard, 2008; Jensen, 2013) have shed
light on the necessity to operate a brainstorming on the concept of mediatization in order to
find a common thread between the linearity of the institutionalist approach and the too much
blurring conceptualization given by social-constructivists (Couldry & Hepp, 2013).

2. Commercial logics, new media and hybridization: 
towards a “third way” in mediatization studies?

With the rise of web 2.0 and the increasing globalization of media systems since the late
1990s, scholars have started to call for a new conceptualization of mediatization which takes
into account both the structuring role of the media as institutions of cultural production as well
as the reflexivity of media logics reproduced in – and reshaped through – social interactions
(Altheide, 2013; Hjarvard, 2008; Jensen, 2013). This conception of media can be particular-
ly powerful to investigate how the increasing hybridization in the production of newspaper
contents, from a traditionally printed form to their by now normalized spread out in the world
of social media, is eventually affecting the process of selection and framing of political news.
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With regards to the advent and diffusion of new media, since the beginning of 2000s one
of the most discussed hypotheses was that the essential prerequisites of mediatization would
have slowly started to disappear, with new media exerting a sort of dis-mediatizing effect
(Schulz, 2004). This hypothesis is widely discussed by Schulz (2004), who in his article Re-
constructing mediatization as an analytical concept, identifies three possible future scenar-
ios: an optimistic, a sceptical and a moderate one. According to the optimistic answer, new
media increasingly de-massify and individualize communication (Castells, 2004), thus con-
tributing to enhance users self-selection and self-determination, in contrast to the standardi-
zation of information carried out by television. From a mediatization perspective, the increasing
de-standardization and selectivity produced by the internet in the long-run would bring to a
loss of dependency on media gate-keeping power, with no more mediation and adaptation to
the media logic by social actors. On the other hand, according to the sceptical answer the rise
of new media simply determines new modes of mediatization. Filtering effects would thus
remain, making a full autonomy impossible for users, while new forms of standardization
would be reproduced through the creation of new languages. Finally, the moderate answer
imagines a future scenario characterized by a convergence between old and new media. More-
over according to this view the demand for entertainment and infotainment (the so-called soft
news) is expected to expand much more than the demand for hard news, thus reproducing in
the consumption of online news the same standardization and mediation effects characteriz-
ing old media. 

The moderate answer proposed by Schulz (2004, p. 12) has the merit to outline a concep-
tion of new media as “nothing but hybrid versions, or reconfigurations, of the conventional
media” On the other hand, if the moderate scenario might be still appropriate to describe the
present situation in most of Western countries, we expect that the strategic evaluation of me-
dia affordances characterizing on-line platforms such as Facebook would affect editorial log-
ics in a way that channels them towards the production of ever more popular or
audience-oriented contents. The standardization and mediation effects characterizing the old
media would thus not only be reproduced, but also amplified while moving from traditional
to new media. 

The review of the concept of media logic operated by Landerer (2013) might be useful to
clarify our hypothesis. According to, in fact, media companies are mainly driven not by one,
but by two competing logics: an audience-oriented commercial logic and a normatively ori-
ented public logic. In the normative logic (see Bourdieu, 1999), social or public responsibil-
ity “takes place over market considerations: what is important is not how much a media
company sells, but what it produces, and what it should contribute to a democratic society’s
public debate” (Landerer, 2013, p. 245). In the commercial logic (Hamilton, 2004; McManus,
1994), “media actors are mainly market-driven and economic considerations are the domi-
nant principles that guide news selection, organization, and production” (Landerer, 2013, p.
243). According to Landerer (2013), the normative aspects of news production sometimes,
though not always, clash with the efficiency considerations summarized under commercial
logic (p. 245):

Owing to economic constraints, it is likely that commercial logic is stronger in privately organized than
in public news companies, which have more scope to implement the normative standards developed under
the concept of public logic. But in a globalized world – whereby globalization refers to economic integra-
tion and technological progress – profit-oriented media companies act as large transnational firms that com-
pete with public news organizations for airtime […]. In this process, commercial and public logics enter into
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direct competition with each other, not only among different companies, but also within one company’s lim-
ited temporal and financial resources.

Online publishing gives news media unprecedented knowledge about users’ preferences
and, as a consequence, unprecedented opportunities to instantly ‘feed’ the audience what they
apparently want rather than guessing or knowing what they liked last month (Strömbäck &
Karlsson, 2011, p. 648). Thus, while only a minority of users may be actively attempting to
influence and participate in news production processes, all users of online news media may
be indirectly involved through their choice of online news stories (Landerer, 2013, p. 648).
In this regard, our hypothesis is that the increased influence of users’ preferences may shift
the logic of news production from being driven by internal logics and standards of news-wor-
thiness, to be driven more by an audience-oriented commercial logic. As a consequence, we
expect storytelling techniques such as ‘‘simplification, polarization, intensification, person-
alization, visualization, stereotyping, and particular ways of framing the news’’ (Strömbäck
& Esser, 2009, p. 213) to become prevailing in online news production, with soft news be-
coming progressively more prevalent moving from traditional to new media. Finally, we ex-
pect that the changes in editorial logics would be reflected in the way in which users engage
with contents, provide feedbacks or reproduce typical media frames and logics in comments. 

3. Research questions and hypotheses 

If considered in light of the increasing hybridization of news contents, this renewed the-
oretical perspective opens up a space for two main RQs:

RQ1: Does the switching of contents from offline to online/social media platforms deter-
mine a popularization of media logic(s)?

RQ2: Do the specific affordances characterizing an online platform affect the way users
engage with contents?

According to the theoretical framework outlined in the introduction of this article, the hy-
potheses driving our research are the following:

HI1: As regards logics of news production, we expect to find a higher percentage of soft
news: (1) moving from the offline to the online version of the newspaper la Repubblica and
(2) moving from the online version of the newspaper to its Facebook fan-page.

HI2: As regards logics of news consumption, we expect to find, on average, a higher lev-
el of users’ engagement associated to soft news. 

HI3: On the overall Facebook we also expect a higher spread of soft news with respect to
the hard ones, measured through the level of users’ engagement.

Furthermore, we are interested in investigating if there is any specific pattern associated
to the activities of liking, sharing and commenting. 
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4. Methodology

4.1. Data collection 

In order to address our research questions and test our hypotheses, we randomly chose a
one-week period of analysisi during which:

1. We have collected all the daily printed copies of the newspaper la Repubblicaii, the 2nd most
widespread newspaperiii in Italy and the 1st one in the ranking of newspaper websitesiv;

2. We have archived all the homepages of the online version of la Repubblicav through
The Way Back Machinevi;

3. We have collected all posts published on la Repubblica Facebook fanpage as well as
their relative engagement metrics through Netvizz, a data collection and extraction applica-
tion that allows researchers to export data in standard file formats from different sections of
the Facebook social networking service (Rieder, 2013). 

4.1.1. Offline and online newspaper

In order to investigate which logics and standards of newsworthiness drive the selection
of contents from a top-down perspective, we decided to take into consideration only articles
appearing in the offline front pages, thus excluding any other news inside the journal. Our
intention was to try to apply the same criteria even to the online version of the journal, since
our main goal was properly that of a cross-media comparison, but, unfortunately, we could
not find in the literature any satisfying reference to a correct definition of what can be con-
sidered as the equivalent of an offline front page in the online version of a newspaper. In or-
der to overcome this problem, we thus decided to classify every day the same number of
articles we found on the printed version, simply starting from the top of the page. 

4.1.2. Repubblica’s Facebook fan-page

Through the Netvizz application (Rieder, 2013) we have downloaded a dataset contain-
ing all the information and engagement metrics for each post published in the selected days
on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page. In particular, for each post we have been able to retrieve:
1) the publishing date; 2) the URL of the article published in the post; 3) the number of likes,
shares, comments and level of engagement gathered by each post. Although only the metrics
indicated at points 1) 2) and 3) have been taken into account for the purposes of this article,
it is important to know that Netvizz allows us to obtain as well information about 4) the type
of post (video, link, picture) and 5) the text of the post messagevii.

4.2. Method

In order to be able to grasp both top-down news production logics as well as bottom-up
patterns of news consumption, we decided to analyze our collected data combining a quali-
tative approach focused on news frames with a more quantitative use of numerical indicators
such as engagement metrics and their components (likes, shares, comments). More specifi-
cally, we firstly performed a qualitative content analysis of all news articles present in our
dataset in order to investigate how do editorial logics may or may not change across the dif-
ferent media platforms on which la Repubblica is edited. 
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In the second part of our study we have therefore crossed the results coming from our
content analysis with Facebook engagement metrics, an operation that allows us to see more
in depth which kind of news frame, whether hard or soft, do stimulate higher (or more ac-
tive) levels of users’ reactions. To complete the analysis, we also experimentally used addi-
tional engagement metrics retrieved through the Like Scraper (see below) in order to compare
news consumption on la Repubblica fan-page with their subsequent spread across the over-
all Facebook. 

4.2.1. Qualitative content analysis of hard versus soft news frames

The underlying idea in our research design is to understand whether an increasing hybridiza-
tion of the information environment could give boost to a likewise increasing mediatization in
news production and consumption. In this regard we decided to look at the concept of hard vs.
soft news as a proxy of mediatization, thus classifying our sample of 628 articles (see table 1.1)
as hard, medium or soft newsviii. Our content analysis of news frames has then been performed
adopting a qualitative approach through which we induced our classification of contents rely-
ing on the operationalization of hard vs. soft news given by Reinemann, Stenier, Scherr and Leg-
nante (2012). In their review of the concept, the authors propose a multi-dimensional
operationalization that takes into account the topic, content, focus and style of news:

The more news item is politically relevant, the more it reports in a thematic way, focuses on the socie-
tal consequences of events, is impersonal and unemotional in its style, the more it can be regarded as hard
news. The more a news items is not politically relevant, the more it reports in an episodic way, focuses on
individual consequences of events, is personal and emotional in style, the more it can be regarded as soft news
(Reinemann et al. 2012, p. 14).

As far as the topic dimension is concerned, a crucial role has been given by Reinemann
and colleagues to the political relevance of news, operationalized as the reference to socie-
tal actors, decision-making authorities, policy plan and actors’ concerns. 

Even though we agree with Reinemann and colleagues in considering the political rele-
vance of an article as particularly crucial for its classification as hard vs. soft, we found that
his operationalization was somehow too strict for the purposes of our research. In particular,
we realized that focusing mainly on the feature of political relevance would have led us to
miss some important information concerning news, whose topic is not related to politics such
as those treating chronicles or current events. In fact, as resulted by preliminary analysis on
a sub-set of articles, following Reinemann and collaborators (2012), all our articles except
political ones would have been classified as soft news, i.e. included articles about important
current events and reported with a sacerdotal and serious frame. For these reasons we decid-
ed to introduce a third category, that of medium news, in order to be able to grasp grey zones
and blurring boundaries in our classification of news. Furthermore, as we believed another
crucial aspect to be included in our investigation is that related to the popularization of po-
litical contents entailed in the concept of mediatization (Mazzoleni & Sfardini, 2009), we de-
cided to add two more indicators of focus and style, namely: 1) the prevailing reference to
ideological positions and actions versus scandals or gossip concerning the actors involved;
2) the serious versus ironic style of reporting adopted by the journalist.

According to Mazzoleni and Sfardini (2009), two of the major outcomes within the process
of mediatization of society are indeed the increasing spectacularization and personalization
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of politics, which seem to have led to phenomena such as commodification of politics or life-
style politics (Bennet & Entman, 2001). In light of such considerations, our classification of
contents basically relies on the three following categories:

Hard news (2): the more a news is politically relevant, framed in a thematic way, focused
on the societal consequences of events and on the ideological positions and substantive ac-
tions of actors involved, reported in an impersonal, unemotional and serious style, the more
it can be regarded as hard news. 

Medium news (1): the more a news is connected to chronicles or current events, framed
in a thematic way, focused on the societal consequences of events and on the ideological po-
sitions and substantive actions of actors involved, reported in an impersonal, unemotional
and serious style, the more it can be regarded as medium news. We consider medium news
as well those news that are politically relevant, but framed in an episodic way, focused on the
individual consequences of events and on gossip and aspects of the private life of actors in-
volved, reported in a more personal, emotional and ironic style.

Soft news (0): the less a news is politically relevant, but framed in an episodic way, fo-
cused on the individual consequences of events and on gossip and aspects of the private life
of actors involved, reported in a personal, emotional and ironic style, the more it can be re-
garded as soft news.

4.2.2. Engagement metrics 

In the second part of our work we aim at investigating the diffusion of news contents on
Facebook. More specifically, we are interested in analysing the level of engagement driven
respectively by soft and hard news. In Facebook marketing, engagement is a composite meas-
ure constituted by the sum of three indicators: 1) the number of likes; 2) the number of shares;
3) the number of comments.

We are interested in analysing the relationship between hard and soft news and their cor-
respondent ability to drive users’ engagement on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page. 

Yet, we are interested as well in understanding the further diffusion of contents through-
out the overall Facebook, therefore including in this second step all likes, shares and com-
ments gathered by a given news not only on la Repubblica fan-page but also on other Facebook
pages (i.e. personal profiles, groups and other fan-pages). To do so, we have used the Like
Scraper toolix, a script which directly queries the Facebook application and retrieves the num-
ber of likes, shares and clicks for any given URL, querying all the URLs of the articles pub-
lished on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page. Even though extremely useful, the only limit of
the Like Scraper tool is that it is able to retrieve the number of like, share and comments from
any URL except for those of Facebook posts, from which it is still unable to extract the same
metrics. Therefore, in order to compare the level of engagement gathered by news shared on
la Repubblica fan-page with that obtained on the overall Facebook, we have excluded from
our dataset all posts without any external link, while performing content analysis of allx the
other articles. 

In Table1.1 and Table1.2, we present, respectively, the number of articles on which con-
tent analysis has been performed, by type of support (Table 1.1.) as well as their different en-
gagement metrics per day, both on la Repubblica fan-page and throughout the overall Facebook
(Table 1.2.). At a first glance, we can also see that the diffusion of news on Facebook goes
way beyond the pure consumption of news on la Repubblica fan-page. 
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Table 1.1. Summary of analysed data, by type of support.

Table 1.2. Comparison between the daily total number of likes, shares, comments and lev-
el of engagement gathered by articles on la Repubblica fan-page and throughout the overall
Facebook. 

4.3. Results

In the following paragraphs our findings are presented. First of all, logics of news produc-
tion are investigated, through a comparison between the offline and online front page of the
newspaper la Repubblica. Secondly, we analyse users’ activities (liking, sharing, commenting)
on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page in relation to the different types of news (hard, medium,
soft) present there, in order to identify the different patterns of news’ consumption. Finally, we
suggest a comparison between the consumption of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page
and their diffusion across the overall Facebook, in order to test whether our initial assumptions
are confirmed even when moving from the news source to the overall network.

4.3.1. News distribution: offline, online and Facebook

Figure 1.1. displays a comparison between the percentage of hard, medium and soft news
published on the offline and online version of the newspaper la Repubblica. As we can see
from the graph, in the offline version of the newspaper the more represented category in our
weekly sample is the one of soft news (40.22%), followed by hard (37.80%) and medium
news (21.95%). Moving to the online version of the newspaper an even wider space is giv-
en to the category soft news, which with a percentage of 51.22% includes the majority of
published articles. Even in this case, soft news is followed respectively by the categories of
hard (26.83%) and medium (21.95%) news.
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Figure 1.1. News production by type of content on the online and offline versions of the
newspaper la Repubblica, % of the weekly news.

In Figure 1.2., the same analysis is reproduced with regards to the articles shared by la
Repubblica’s newsroom on the newspapers Facebook fan-page. As we can see from the graph,
also in this case a wider space is given by far too soft news (63.73% out of the weekly total).
Differently from the offline and online versions of the newspaper, in the analysed week, medi-
um news occupy a wider space on the Facebook fan page (19.95%) if compared to hard news
(16.32%). Yet, while the prominence of soft news is undeniable, the difference between medi-
um and hard news should be taken with care and further investigated in future research. 

Figure 1.2. News distribution by type of news on the Facebook fan-page of the newspa-
per la Repubblica, % of the weekly news.
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4.3.2. News consumption: liking, sharing and commenting on 
la Repubblica Facebook fan-page

In the analysis of news consumption, our main hypothesis is that production logics would
be reflected in users’ preferences, expressed through the activities of liking, commenting and
sharing. Moreover, we are interested in identifying eventual specific patterns characterizing
the three activities. In order to weight our results, instead of the total count of likes, shares
and comments, we have used for each metric the weighted average per day (e.g. total num-
ber of likes per soft news / total number of soft news published per day).

Figure 1.3. displays our results for what concerns users’ liking behaviour. As we can see
from the graph the general expected trend is confirmed, with soft news gathering the higher
number of likes (1563 likes, average per day), followed by medium news (1207) and hard
news (671), with 1347 being the average number of likes per day (calculated on the total of
news published, regardless of the type of news). The same trend is confirmed with regards
to users’ sharing behaviour, with soft news driving the higher number of shares (655 shares,
average per day), followed by medium news (347) and hard news (235), with 525 being the
average number of shares per day (see Figure 1.4.).

Figure 1.3. Number of likes by type of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page, weight-
ed average per day (counts).
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Figure 1.4. Number of shares by type of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page, weight-
ed average per day (counts).

The analysis of users’ commenting behaviours presents different results, which deserve a
special consideration (see Figure 1.5.). In fact, while our hypothesis about users’ preference
for soft news is confirmed by their liking and sharing activities, in their commenting activi-
ties readers seem to adopt a different logic. As suggested by the graph, while analysing com-
menting activities users’ preference seems to go to medium (308 comments, average per day)
and hard (275 comments, average per day) news, while soft news gather “only” an average
of 171 comments per day, with 215 being the average number of comments per dayxi. Although
further research are needed to confirm the existence of a specific pattern characterizing users’
commenting activity, our results suggest that it relies on the activation of a different logic
which gives preference to hard and medium news instead of to soft news.
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Figure 1.5. Number of comments by type of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan page,
weighted average per day (counts).

4.3.3. News consumption: engagement trends in the overall Facebook

Figure 1.6. displays the results of our comparison between the level of total engagement
(sum of likes, shares and comments) gathered by each type of news on la Repubblica Face-
book fan-page and in their spread on the overall Facebook. As suggested by the picture, even
moving from la Repubblica Facebook fan-page to the overall social network, soft news re-
main the type of news which stimulates an higher level of users’ engagement (2390 engage-
ment actions, average per day), followed by medium (1863) and hard (1181) news, with 2087
being the average number of engagement actions per day. 
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Figure 1.6. Engagement actions by type of news: a comparison between la Repubblica fan-
page and on the overall Facebook, weighted average per day (counts).

Although the relationship between the publication of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan-
page and their diffusion on the overall Facebook is only sketched in this article, it is interest-
ing to see how the level of engagement gathered by news on the overall Facebook is more
than the double of the one they are able to stimulate in the platform on which they are orig-
inally published, la Repubblica Facebook fan-page (Table 1.3.). 

Table 1.3. Engagement actions by type of news: a comparison between la Repubblica fan-
page and the overall Facebook, weighted average per day (counts).

As a consequence, even from this first analysis we can see how, in the changed logics of news
diffusion and consumption which characterize the era of social media, readers tend to read and
get engaged with news not only through the news platforms, but even more through news’ ap-
pearances on their Facebook timeline, e.g. because shared by users’Facebook friends. What in-
stead doesn’t change, even when moving to the overall Facebook, is users’ preference for soft
news, confirmed by the higher level of engagement associated with this type of content. 
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5. Conclusion

In contrast to the standardization of information carried out by traditional mass media,
the most accredited assumption with regard to the advent and diffusion of new media attrib-
utes to them a dis-mediatizing effect, which would lead to an increasing de-massification and
individualization of communication thus resulting in a progressive wearing away of the es-
sential prerequisites of mediatization. In light of this hypothesis, the unprecedented power of
self-selection and self-determination attributed to users by social media platforms’ affordances
would result in the over-coming of media dependency, with social actors no more adapting
to overwhelming media logic.

We hypothesized that the unprecedented knowledge about users’ preferences given to me-
dia companies by social media affordances would have been reflected in a shift of the logics
of news production, which from being guided by internal logics and standards of newswor-
thiness would now increasingly, be driven by an audience-oriented commercial logic. 

Three research hypotheses have therefore been formulated in order to empirically inves-
tigate this general assumption. With regard to the logics of news production, findings seem
to confirm the existence of a progressive popularization of contents when moving from the
offline to the Facebook version of a newspaper (Figure. 1.1. and Figure 1.2.). Our analysis
of the Facebook fan-page suggest that the same effect would affect as well the logics of news
consumption, with soft news being the more liked and shared by readers (Figure 1.3. and Fig-
ure 1.4.). Albeit further researches are needed in order to generalize our results, in this study
we have therefore been able to provide empirical evidence for the existence of an audience-
oriented commercial logic driving online news production, as theorized by Landerer (2013).
Nevertheless, although trends in the overall level of engagement display a clear preference
manifested by readers towards soft contents, our results suggest that a different logic might
stand behind commenting activities (Figure 1.5.). 

Even though our research hypotheses have been confirmed by the empirical analysis of
our collected data, it is worthy to underline the presence of some methodological limits. First
of all, although we are aware of the importance of inter-coder reliability in order to assure
the validity of qualitative content analysis, we did not have the possibility to train a group of
coders working on our analyses. In order to try to overcome this limit, we performed togeth-
er the content analysis to reach the highest level of consensus at least among us. The second
methodological limit concerns the introduction of the category of medium news. As specified
in our methodological section, this category has been used to include both news that are not
politically relevant but framed in a way that is typical of hard news, as well as news that are
politically relevant but framed in a way that is typical of soft ones. Although useful for our
purpose, the introduction of this category as well as its composition should probably be sub-
ject of a more precise analytical reflection. Finally, in the content analysis of the articles pub-
lished on la Repubblica Facebook fan page we did not take into account the post messages
accompanying the news, which might be useful to better understand editorial logics of news
framing on Facebook. 

Together with the overcoming of the methodological limits outlined so far, the results pre-
sented in this article suggest at least two possible directions for future researches in the field.
First of all, the different mechanism which seems to characterize users’ commenting behav-
iour should definitely be further explored, both empirically and theoretically. In this regard,
future researches should combine engagement metrics with a deeper analysis of readers’ com-
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ments and their interactional dynamics, in order to grasp how media logic(s) are reflected in
users’ online behaviour. Finally, the last section of this article has outlined how more and
more people are consuming and getting engaged with online contents not only through news-
papers official fan-pages, but first and foremost grasping news from the flow of ‘suggested
posts’ in their Facebook timelines. Although methodologically challenging, further research-
es should definitely take it into account in order to truly understand how the advent of social
media has revolutionized – and is still revolutionizing – the way in which people get informed.
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Notes

i from 11/05/2015 to 17/05/2015.
ii La Repubblica is an Italian daily newspaper, founded in 1976 in Rome by Gruppo Editoriale L’Espres-

so, led by Eugenio Scalfari, Carlo Caracciolo and Arnoldo Mondadori Editore. Despite at its origins it had
a radical-socialist orientation, in the following years it has progressively shifted towards a moderate centre-
left political stance.

iii Data available at: http://www.adsnotizie.it/_dati_certificati.asp?azione=filtra, accessed on 15/05/2015.
iv Data available at: http://www.similarweb.com/country_category/italy/news_and_media/newspapers

accessed on 15/05/2015.
v data available at: http://web.archive.org/web/*/repubblica.ithttp://web.archive.org/web/*/repubblica.it,

accessed on 24/05/2015.
vi As contents in the homepage are constantly updated throughout the day, before starting our data col-

lection we made a pre-test after which we decided to archive the online homepages at 9:00 a.m. every day,
since we verified that this was the moment in which contents online were better comparable with those pub-
lished on the offline newspaper.

vii For complete information about Netvizz affordances and functioning see Rieder, 2013.
viii For the purpose of this work, we took headlines as unit of analysis.
ix https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/ToolLikeScraper accessed on 07/06/2015.
x In addition, we have excluded from our content analysis other 7 articles which links were not anymore

available at the time of the analysis.
xi Although it does not change our overall results, we have noticed an anomaly in liking and comment-

ing users’ behavior manifested by a peak of users’ engagement with soft news on May 16. We have double-
checked our data in order to assess the cause of the anomaly and individuated that the irregularity is due to
the incredible amount of likes and shares gathered by the article “Luxembourg, gay marriage for the Prime
Minister: first time in Europe”, which according to our coding scheme we believe to have classified correct-
ly as medium news.
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